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Understanding regulation of wild animal populations is important in ecological
investigations and applied wildlife management. Progress in understanding regulatory
processes has been hindered by a long-running debate over the role of density-dependent
and density-independent variables in population regulation. Population regulation of
exploited species is of particular interest because harvest theory is predicated on
assumptions of density-dependent feedback. However, for many exploited species, the
functional relationships and mechanisms of population regulation via density dependence
are not quantified (e.g., Northern bobwhite (Colinus virginianus). Compounding this
task is the lack of a mechanistic understanding of the influence of density-independent
factors in population regulation. The overall goal of this dissertation is to investigate the
roles of density-dependent and density-independent processes in bobwhite populations.
Bobwhites are an excellent species to investigate the role and influence of densitydependent and density-independent factors due to their unique life history, wherein they
can exhibit density dependence in survival, reproduction, or both. I provide support for
the concomitant influence of density-dependent and density-independent processes

operating to regulate bobwhite populations. My results support the importance of food
and cover and the additive influence of density-dependent and density-independent
factors on bobwhite annual survival. I also report evidence for the differential effects of
covariates on survival phases. My results represent the first evidence of support for the
Tub and Tap hypotheses on bobwhite survival. I also quantify a density-dependent effect
on bobwhite recruitment. Collectively, these results provide new evidence for
understanding the role of internal and external factors in bobwhite populations.
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INTRODUCTION
Understanding regulation of wild animal populations is important in ecological
investigations and applied wildlife management (Andrewartha and Birch 1954, Lack
1954, Sæther and Engen 2002, Fuller et al. 2007). Unfortunately, investigating
population regulation has fallen out of favor for many species, but remains prevalent for
others (LaMontagne et al. 2002, Sibly et al. 2005, Kolzsch et al. 2007, ChammailleJammes et al. 2008). Progress in understanding regulatory processes has been hindered
by a long-running debate over the role of density-dependent and density-independent
variables in population regulation. Population regulation of exploited species is of
particular interest because harvest theory is predicated on assumptions of densitydependent feedback (Roseberry 1982, Robertson and Rosenburg 1988, Saether et al.
1996). However, for many exploited species, the functional relationships and
mechanisms of population regulation via density dependence are not quantified (e.g.,
Northern bobwhite (Colinus virginianus). Compounding this task is the lack of a
mechanistic understanding of the influence of density-independent factors in population
regulation. While it is generally agreed that density-independent factors do not regulate
populations themselves, it is however, well established that density-independent factors
influence and can directly modify density-dependent processes (Leirs et al. 1997, Karels
and Boonstra 2000). The inclusion of density-independent factors may increase the
1

statistical power of detecting density dependence (Rothery et al. 1997). Furthermore, it is
becoming increasingly evident that population dynamics cannot be fully understood
without considering both effects (Greenwood and Baillie 1991, Ostfeld, et al. 1993,
Ostfeld and Canham 1995, Leirs et al. 1997, Karels and Boonstra 2000, Kolzxch et al.
2007, Chamaille-Jammes et al. 2008, Rotella et al. 2009, Hone and Clutton-Brock 2007,
Chen et al. 2015). Therefore, investigating the influence of density-dependent and
density-independent factors on population regulation is necessary to advance our
understanding of species’ population dynamics.
Density-dependent population regulation has been widely investigated in many
species in the Order Galliformes. While density dependence is arguably well
documented in Northern bobwhite populations (hereafter, bobwhite) of northern latitudes
(Errington 1945, Cookingham and Ripley 1964, Roseberry and Klimstra 1984:96-98,
Williams et al. 2003), southern populations are thought to exhibit much weaker densitydependent relationships (Guthery et al. 2000, Guthery 2002:59, DeMaso et al. 2011).
Few studies have been able to identify or provide an estimate of density-dependent
survival and production in bobwhites except for Guthery et al. (2000) and Williams et al.
(2003).
Bobwhites are an excellent species to investigate the role and influence of
density-dependent and density-independent factors due to their unique life history,
wherein they can exhibit density dependence in survival, reproduction, or both. Their
status as ecological indicators (Crosby et al. 2015), popularity, and economic value as a
game species (Burger et al. 1999, Huang 2009) also make them good candidates.
Considering that external factors influence internal factors and that both can produce
2

population changes (Newton 1998), a thorough understanding of both is essential to
effective management. However, understanding what causes spatial and temporal
population fluctuations requires a mechanistic understanding of external factors (Newton
1998).
Collectively, the interaction of internal and external factors influences population
dynamics (Karels and Boonstra 2000, Lundberg et al. 2000). Understanding these effects
is important to understanding underlying mechanisms that cause population fluctuations
(Couslon et al. 2005, Linden et al. 2013). Perhaps more importantly is the need to
understand how multiple factors influence the strength of density dependence (Turchin
1999, Sæther et al. 2005). The overall goal of this dissertation is to investigate the roles
of density-dependent and density-independent processes in bobwhite populations.
Specifically, I wanted to evaluate how population abundance and several densityindependent weather and climatic variables influence population processes. The goal of
Chapter II is to quantify density-dependent feedback in bobwhite population growth
rates. Chapter III investigates the role of density-dependent and density-independent
factors on annual survival, and Chapter IV investigates how recruitment is affected by
density-dependent and density-independent factors. Collectively, this research will
increase our understanding of bobwhite population dynamics, the influence of population
abundance and weather on population processes, and provide a path forward to model
bobwhite populations with empirically derived estimates of density dependence.
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EVALUATING DENSITY-DEPENDENT AND DENSITY-INDEPENDENT
INFLUENCES ON POPULATION GROWOTH RATES IN
NORTHERN BOBWHITE (COLINUS VIRGINIANUS)
2.1

Introduction
Understanding what regulates wild populations is important in ecological

investigations and applied wildlife management (Andrewartha and Birch 1954, Lack
1954, Sæther and Engen 2002, Fuller et al. 2007). Unfortunately, investigating
population regulation has fallen out of favor for many species, but remains prevalent for
others (LaMontagne et al. 2002, Sibly et al. 2005, Kolzsch et al. 2007, ChammailleJammes et al. 2008). Progress in understanding regulatory processes has been hindered
by a long-running debate over the role of density-dependent and density-independent
variables in population regulation. Population regulation of exploited species is of
particular interest because harvest theory is predicated on assumptions of densitydependent feedback (Roseberry 1982, Robertson and Rosenburg 1988, Saether et al.
1996). However, for many exploited species, the functional relationships and
mechanisms of population regulation via density dependence are not quantified (e.g.,
Northern bobwhite (Colinus virginianus). While assumptions regarding densitydependent feedback are commonplace, a burden of proof is necessary (den Boer 1991) to
advance accurate modeling of harvest recommendations and population persistence, as
7

well as understanding responses to management techniques. Compounding this task is
the lack of a mechanistic understanding of the influence of density-independent factors in
population regulation. While it is generally agreed that density-independent factors do
not regulate populations themselves, it is however, well established that densityindependent factors influence and can directly modify density-dependent factors (Leirs et
al. 1997, Karels and Boonstra 2000). It has also been reported that inclusion of densityindependent factors increase the statistical power of detecting density dependence
(Rothery et al. 1997). Furthermore, it is becoming increasingly evident that population
dynamics cannot be fully understood without considering both effects (Greenwood and
Baillie 1991, Ostfeld, et al. 1993, Ostfeld and Canham 1995, Leirs et al. 1997, Karels and
Boonstra 2000, Kolzxch et al. 2007, Chamaille-Jammes et al. 2008, Rotella et al. 2009,
Hone and Clutton-Brock 2007, Chen et al. 2015). Therefore, investigating the influence
of density-dependent and density-independent factors on population regulation is
necessary to advance our understanding of species’ population dynamics.
Providing evidence of regulation is often difficult in natural populations
(Berryman et al. 2002; but see Krebs 2013), where evidence of negative feedback
between population growth rate and population density is necessary for regulation
(Turchin 1999, Sinclair 1996). However, to detect density dependence this way requires
lengthy time series (Fox and Riddell-Smith 1995, Brook and Bradshaw 2006) of
population abundance that many researchers do not possess. Consequently, few studies
report the relationship between population growth rate and density or abundance (Sibley
and Hone 2002). This is unfortunate because the population growth rate is the ultimate
unifying factor of population ecology and the most appropriate response variable in any
8

study of density dependence or population regulation (Sibley and Hone 2002).
Additional complications concerning the degree of variability in estimates of population
abundance have been shown to negate evidence of density-dependent feedback and thus
weaken arguments for regulation (Knape and Valpine 2012). However, an abundance of
recent research across multiple taxa have provided sufficient evidence of the
preponderance of density-dependent, negative feedback mechanisms operating for many
species while also highlighting the role and importance of density-independent factors
(Leirs et al. 1997, Karels and Boonstra 2000, Hone and Clutton-Brock 2007, Chen et al.
2015).
Three paradigms of identifying determinants of population regulation exits:
density, demographic, and mechanistic. Because population growth is influenced by
internal and external factors, I examined the traditional density paradigm which focuses
on the link between population growth rate and density (internal), and the mechanistic
paradigm which evaluates causal (external) factors of population growth (Sibley and
Hone 2002). While the density paradigm approach is straightforward, the mechanistic
paradigm is more complex and can include a multitude of extrinsic factors (Sibley and
Hone 2002). I primarily focus on effects of weather as an environmental stressor (Sibley
and Hone 2002) and as a surrogate for food and cover conditions. A similar approach has
been conducted on a variety of taxa including waterfowl (Briggs and Holmes 1988,
Baylis 1989) and weather variables have been shown to influence food abundance (Elkins
1983, Newton and Marquiss 1984, Greenwood and Baillie 1991).
Worldwide research on gamebird populations has been instrumental in creation
and progression of multiple ecological principles and processes (Potts 1986, Hudson and
9

Rands 1988). However, for many gamebird species, little is understood about population
regulation and the role of density-dependent and density-independent factors. While
much of the literature on this subject has focused on the Order Galliformes (Langston et
al. 2002, LaMontagne et al. 2002, Bro et al. 2003, Williams et al. 2003, McGhee and
Berkson 2007), one species in particular, Northern bobwhite (hereafter, bobwhite) has
largely evaded the population regulation issue. Despite being one of the most popular
gamebirds in North America, bobwhites have suffered precipitous range wide decline
since the 1890s (Hernandez et al. 2012). However, stable bobwhite populations still exist
and offer an opportunity to increase and advance our understanding about the
mechanisms that regulate bobwhite populations.
Regulatory mechanisms for bobwhite populations have not been quantified.
While density-dependent feedback is assumed for all population models (DeMaso et al.
2011), empirically derived estimates are lacking (Sandercock et al. 2008, Roseberry and
Klimstra 1984). Guthery (2002:54) noted that “…we cannot make mathematical
[bobwhite] populations behave without invoking density-dependent effects.” Similarly,
Sandercock et al. (2008) acknowledged that their population model, based on bobwhite
demographic parameters from the literature, could be improved with a better
understanding of density-dependent tradeoffs. While the relative roles of internal
(density) and external (weather, food, predation) factors remain an apparent challenge to
the field of ecology (Lande et al. 2005), long-term studies are needed to increase our
understanding of relationships between density, demographic rates, biotic, and abiotic
factors (Rotella et al. 2009). Compounding the complexity of bobwhite population
dynamics involves assessing the shape and strength of density-dependent feedback. The
10

logistic growth formula originally developed by Verhulst (1838) and the pillar of densitydependent investigations, assumes that the per capita population growth rate (r) declines
linearly with density (Gotelli 2008); however, this is highly debated (Fowler 1981,
Turchin 1995). Williams et al. (2012) argued that wildlife biologists should investigate
non-linear density dependence to increase realism of population models.
Collectively, internal and external factors interact to influence population
dynamics (Karels and Boonstra 2000, Lundberg et al. 2000). Knowledge of these effects
is important to understanding underlying mechanisms that cause population fluctuations
(Couslon et al. 2005, Linden et al. 2013). Perhaps more importantly is the need to
understand how multiple factors influence the strength of density dependence (Turchin
1999, Sæther et al. 2005). Therefore the goals of this study were to 1) quantify densitydependent, negative feedback in bobwhite population growth rates, 2) evaluate multiple
density dependence structures (i.e., linear, non-linear, time lag), 3) evaluate the role of
density-independent covariates on population regulation, and 4) discuss possible
mechanisms of regulation in southeastern bobwhite populations.
2.2

Study Area
Data for this chapter were collected on Tall Timbers Research Station (TTRS),

located in the Red Hills region of the Gulf Coastal Plain in northern Florida and southern
Georgia, USA. TTRS is a 1,568 ha, privately owned research station managed primarily
for bobwhite and fire-dependent, pine-grassland communities. Loblolly (Pinus taeda)
pine with an early successional grass/herbaceous understory dominates the landscape.
Hardwood drainages, predominantly oaks (Quercus spp.), are intermixed throughout the
TTRS with multiple small fields maintained in herbaceous cover with disking. Fire is the
11

dominant management regime within the entire study area being burned on a ≤ 2 year
rotation (Palmer et al. 2002).
TTRS is characterized as a temperate, sub-tropical climate with annual rainfall
averaging ~136 centimeters and average daily temperatures of 20°C. TTRS exhibits two
dry periods (April-May, October-December) where monthly rainfall does not exceed 4
inches. Extreme weather events, such as hurricanes, tropical storms, tornadoes, and
floods occur infrequently. Winters are brief and mild with average minimum temperature
during January-February ~ 4°C (Masters).
2.3

Materials and Methods
I used a 42-year, continuous mark-recapture dataset to investigate regulatory

mechanisms in the TTRS population. Bobwhite were trapped in January via walk-in
funnel traps (Stoddard 1931) baited with grain, marked with numbered leg bands, and
released at the capture site (Kellog et al. 1972, Palmer et al. 2002). Trap effort was
similar each year where trapping continued until 40-60% of the population was marked
and 10-20% recaptured via dead recoveries from harvested birds (Palmer et al. 2002). I
assumed population closure from the onset of trapping effort in January until systematic
harvest was concluded in February.
I used a combination of live recaptures and dead recoveries from harvested birds
in addition to unbanded harvested birds to estimate annual population abundance and
detection probability using a closed-recapture, Bayesian, state-space model (hereafter,
Closed-Capture Model) as generally described by Kerry and Schaub (2012). The
Bayesian state-space framework allows researchers to model uncertainty associated with
population processes by identifying a state process, which describes the population
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dynamics, and an observation process, which links the state process to the empirical data
(Besbeas et al. 2002, Brooks, King and Morgan 2004, Buckland et al. 2004). I used data
augmentation (Tanner and Wong 1987, Royle et al. 2007a) to model population size in a
Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo framework. Data augmentation can be summarized
as “adding a larger number of potential, unobserved individuals with zero-only encounter
histories” (Kerry and Schaub 2012) to the existing encounter histories of observed
individuals. This simplifies model fitting and increases efficiency (Royle et al. 2007b,
Royle and Dorazio 2008). In this Closed–Capture model the state process is defined as z,
as a latent indicator of a ‘true’ individual in the augmented population. The distribution
of these indicators provides an estimate of inclusion probability, Ω, which represents the
probability that a member of the augmented data set (M) is included in the population
size (N) (Kerry and Schaub 2012). Both the state and observation process are modeled
with Bernoulli distributions. The population size, N, is therefore the product of the
inclusion probability and the augmented population size (Ω*M) (Kerry and Schaub 2012).
I calculated the exponential population growth rate, r, as ln(Nt+1/Nt), from Closed Capture
Model abundance estimates.
Previous research has shown that mischaracterization of the shape of densitydependent feedback can bias results (Linden et al 2013). Consequently, previous studies
have focused on fitting multiple density-dependent models to data to quantify densitydependent feedback (Brook and Bradshaw 2006, Chamaille-Jammes et al. 2008, Linden
et al. 2013). While many of these studies used these various structural models to model
time series abundance, population viability analysis, and relationships between growth
rates and covariates, all models ultimately reduce to a simple relationship between the
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response variable, r, and predictor variable, Nt or other covariates. Density dependence
can be assumed for populations with long-term persistence (Sinclair 1996). Considering
I previously modeled abundance over the time series with the Closed Capture Model and
were primarily interested in effects of density and environmental covariates on
population growth, I directly modeled effects of covariates on r using linear regression
models with a Gaussian error term (Sibley and Hone 2002) in R (R Development Core
Team 2014). Langton et al. (2002) argue that parameter estimation of density
dependence is more important than significance testing. Fitting simple
phenomenological models of r, density, and environmental covariates is a common
approach (LaMontagne et al. 2002, Stenseth et al. 2002, Hone and Clutton-Brock 2007,
Knape and de Valpine 2011), and offers robust quantitative estimates (Linden et al.2013).
Because r is a function of population density (linear or non-linear) (Gotelli 2008,
Williams et al. 2012) I modeled density-dependent feedback with normal linear
regression to estimate the strength of density dependence. I also investigated the
possibility of non-linear density dependence and delayed density dependence and used
model section criteria to determine which structure had more support (i.e., lesser AICc
value; Table 2.1). I chose the best competing model (lowest AICc value) (Burnham and
Anderson 2002) for subsequent modeling steps. I interpreted a negative regression
coefficient (i.e., slope) as evidence for density-dependent regulation. Conversely, a
positive slope indicated inverse density dependence, and a slope of 0 indicated no
density-dependent feedback (i.e., density independence).
Once the correct density-dependent form (linear, non-linear, lag) was determined
I created an a priori list of candidate models that represent hypotheses regarding density
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dependence alone and combined effects of density-dependent and density-independent
parameters. Density-independent covariates were included to investigate the strength of
evidence for combined effects of density-dependent and independent parameters and to
evaluate if density alone regulates bobwhite populations. All covariate models were
evaluated based on three metrics of quantifying evidence of support. Because of the
large number of covariate models in my candidate set, I used a cutoff value of ≤4 AICc as
evidence of models with substantial support. I also use the evidence ratio approach
described by Burnham and Anderson (2002). For this approach I set a pre-determined
evidence ratio as a cutoff point for plausible models. I chose a cutoff point of 0.135
which is equivalent to a ∆AICc of 4 (Burnham and Anderson 2002). All models with
evidence ratios greater than the cutoff point were considered competing models with
substantial support. I calculated the evidence ratio as the likelihood of a given model (gi)
divided by the likelihood of the best model (gmin):

g x ,
g x 


i

min

which is equivalent to
1
 exp i .
2

This likelihood based approach is supported by statistical theory (Royall 1997) and
favored by Burnham and Anderson (2002). Lastly, I report the deviance R2 (R2dev) as a
metric of model fit. Collectively these three approaches to assessing model support
provide a robust approach to interpreting model inference. I tested for temporal auto-
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correlation in my growth rate data with the auto-correlation function in R (Zuur et al.
2009).
2.4

Density-independent Covariates
Time periods for density-independent weather data were calculated over seasons

reflective of bobwhite life history and annual cycle. Because the non-breeding season for
the TTRS bobwhite population (October 16 – April 14) encompasses multiple population
processes in the bobwhite annual cycle (e.g., covey formation, spring break up, dispersal,
emigration) and covers stages of variable weather, predation risk, food abundance and
interspecific competition, I split the non-breeding season into 2 separate sections: Early
Non-Breeding (ENB) and Late Non-Breeding (LNB). I used ENB Minimum Temperate
(ENB-MinT) and cumulative ENB Rainfall (ENB-Rain) to reflect non-breeding season
weather during the ENB season (October 16 – December 31). I also evaluated the
influence of LNB Minimum Temperature (LNB-MinT), LNB Maximum Temperature
(LNB-MaxT), and cumulative LNB Rainfall (LNB-Rain) to reflect non-breeding season
(January 1 – April 14) weather and its influence on population growth. Similarly I used
cumulative breeding season rainfall (BreedingRain) and breeding season maximum
temperature (BreedingMaxT) to evaluate influence of breeding season (April 15 –
October 15) weather parameters on population growth. All local weather data was
collected from on-site TTRS weather stations and immediate surrounding areas.
I also used the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), defined as the mean deviation in
average sea level pressure between the subarctic and subtropical Atlantic (Hurrell 1995),
to assess large scale changes in climate. The NAO has been identified as a quality
predictor of species population dynamics (Stenseth et al. 2002) and changes in
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demographic rates (Coulson et al. 2001), and is therefore a plausible explanatory variable
for population performance. I use the NAO as a large-scale climatic variable to describe
non-breeding season weather because NAO phases (+/-) are indications of winter weather
patterns in the eastern United States (Stenseth et al. 2002). The Keetch-Byram Drought
Index (KBDI) was derived from the on-site TTRS weather station to quantify soil
moisture conditions as an index of vegetation growing conditions (i.e., cover and food). I
also used the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) (Running 1990, Myneni
et al. 1995) to assess quality of cover and food resources. The NDVI has become the
standard for relating vegetation to animal performance (Pettorelli et al. 2005) and can be
used as ecological indicator of resource abundance (Despland et al. 2004), physical
condition (Perttorelli et al. 2005), breeding success (Sanz et al. 2003), distribution
(Zinner et al. 2002, Osborne et al. 2001, and Gabler et al. 2000), movement patterns
(Møller and Merial 2004, Andersen et al. 2004). NDVI is a measure of the red:near–
infared reflectance ratio calculated as [NDVI=(NIR – RED)/(NIR + RED)] (Pettorelli et
al. 2005). NDVI values range from -1 to +1, where negative values represent absence of
vegetation (Myneni et al. 1995). I used all Landsat images (Landsat 1-8) to obtain
useable images for the 42 year time frame of my dataset. Landsat images for the
bobwhite breeding season (April 15 – October 15) were downloaded from the United
States Geological Survey website (http://glovis.usgs.gov) for the study area (Path 18,
Row 39). I downloaded one image per month selecting only those with the least amount
of cloud cover. I generated 300 random points throughout the study area excluding
water bodies and one long-term research plot that was not indicative of the rest of the
study area. I then calculated NDVI in ERDAS Imagine 8.5 (Lieca Geosystems, Atlanta,
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GA, USA). I averaged NDVI measurements for across the breeding season to obtain one
NDIV estimate for each year. Because Landsat flights did not begin until 1973, I used
the long term average from 1973-2013 (0.361) for those missing years (1970-1972).
Similarly, I used the long term average for 1982 because cloud cover did not permit a
sufficient image to calculate NDVI. I used NDVI measurements to represent a general
metric for habitat conditions (food and cover) during the breeding season
2.5

Results
I used 18,345 unique individuals captured and banded alive from 1970-2012 for

our analysis. The maximum number banded in a year was 1,157 which occurred in 1971.
A total of 3,092 unbanded birds were harvested over the time series and averaged 70
individuals per year. I augmented the data set with 2,000 individuals to increase model
efficiency. This value did not influence model estimates (Kerry and Schaub 2012).
Annual abundance estimates from Closed Capture Model were reflective of trends and
annual variation reported by Tall Timbers personnel (Figure 2.1).
Population growth rate fluctuated widely over the time series (Figure 2.2). Mean
population growth rate for the 42-year time series was near 0 (0.02). The number of
years the population increased (n=20) was comparable to years of population decline
(n=21). Years with high growth rates are followed by strong declines in growth, and
subsequently years with low growth rates are followed by extremely high growth rates.
Therefore, this population exhibits stability and regulation (Kolzsch et al. 2007). I found
no evidence of temporal auto-correlation among normalized residuals of our global
model.
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Initial model selection results indicated greater support for a simple, linear
relationship between r and Nt than a non-linear relationship or lag effect (Table 2.1). The
best supported model (simple linear density dependence) was >2 AICc units away from
the next competing model and explained 63% of the Akaike weight. Therefore, all
subsequent covariate models included Nt and additional density-independent covariates.
Additional model selection results support evidence for the combined influence of
density-independent and density-dependent effects on population growth rate. The best
competing model explained 25% of the Akaike weight had greater support than densitydependent only model, which was the second best model and only explained 9% of the
Akaike weight (Table 2.2). The best competing model estimated negative effects of
population abundance (Nt) (β1 = -0.13; 95% CL = -0.26, -0.008), a quadratic relationship
with LNB-Rain (β2 = 0.02; 95% CL = -0.11, 0.17) and (β3 = -0.10; CL = -0.18, -0.02) and
explained more variation in population growth rate (R2adj = 17%) than the densitydependent only model (R2adj = 6%), further indicating that bobwhite populations are
regulated by a combination of density-dependent and independent factors. This model
also had an R2dev of ~91%, indicating good model fit. The all but two of the subsequent
competing models reported estimates for Nt that were significantly different from zero.
However, all density-independent covariate estimates in all subsequent models were not
significantly different from zero.
2.6

Discussion
I provide the first quantifiable evidence of population regulation in bobwhite via

density-dependent, negative feedback in annual population growth rates. I report
evidence to support linear density-dependent feedback and find little evidence for
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nonlinear relationships between r and Nt. I also found minimal evidence to support timelags in density-dependent response in the TTRS bobwhite population. My results provide
support for the concomitant influence of density-dependent and density-independent
processes operating to regulate bobwhite populations.
Accurate population modeling, population viability analysis, and harvest
dynamics cannot be fully understood without quantifiable estimates of density
dependence. My evidence of population regulation will provide future researches with an
empirically derived estimate from the longest standing bobwhite time series to date. This
estimate will facilitate and improve population viability analysis, modeling effects of
harvest, and evaluating long-term effects of management. While the TTRS bobwhite
population exhibits stability and regulation (Kolzsch et al. 2007), I acknowledge that
many bobwhite populations are declining. Therefore I encourage future research to
quantify the strength and variability of density-dependent feedback in unstable
populations.
My support of simple linear density dependence is novel for bobwhite and useful
for future modeling of density-dependent relationships because the shape of density
dependence is highly variable among taxa (Brook and Bradshaw 2006) and has resulted
in multiple structural density-dependent models among studies. Many of these studies
use stochastic forms of the Ricker model (Kolzsch et al. 2007), or Gompertz model
(Langston et al. 2002, Rotella et al. 2009, Knape and de Valpine 2012), both of which
assume a linear decrease in r with increasing populations size (Nt) to characterize densitydependent processes. Other studies have explored the theta-logistic model separately
(Sæther et al. 2002, Sibley et al. 2005), or in addition to other density-dependent models.
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The theta-logistic model allows for a non-linear decline in r as Nt increases. The thetalogistic model is appropriate for species that exhibit a concave relationship between r and
Nt (e.g., insects) or those that exhibit convex relationships (e.g., large mammals).
However, species that exhibit intermediate life history strategies are likely to exhibit a
linear relationship (Sibley and Hone 2002). The purpose of these models is usually to
provide evidence of density dependence (Dennis and Taper 1994). Langton et al. (2002)
argued that parameter estimation of density dependence is more important than
significance testing. I confirm simple, linear density-dependent feedback, with precise
parameter estimates, in bobwhite and provide a method for simplifying future modeling.
My findings regarding combined effects of density-dependent and densityindependent effects are supported for other taxa. For example, Leirs et al. (1997)
concluded that models including density-dependent and density-independent parameters
(e.g., rainfall) were better supported and explained more variation in rat (Mastomys
natalensis) abundance than models with density or rainfall alone. Similarly, Chen et al.
(2015) found the best survival models for pikas (Ochotona dauurica) included covariates
for population size and weather (temperature and rainfall). Chamaille-Jammes et al.
(2007) also report fluctuations in population growth of African elephants (Loxodonta
africana) were best explained by density and rainfall. Similar results have been reported
for Weddell seals (Leptonychotes weddellii) (Rotella et al. 2009), arctic ground squirrels
(Spermophilus parryii plesius) (Karels and Boonstra 2000), Soay sheep (Ovis aries) and
Red deer (Cervus elaphus) (Hone and Clutton-Brock 2007), and Red Kangaroo
(Macropus rufus) (McCarthy 1996).
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My candidate set of density-independent covariates cover a wide range of
surrogates for food abundance, habitat conditions, and environmental stressors that
influence bobwhite. The quadratic effect of LNB-Rain on bobwhite population growth
rates that I observed is not unprecedented for Galliformes but is novel for bobwhite. The
effect of temperature and rainfall is well documented in Galliformes. For example,
spring weather conditions have been shown to influence reproductive success of willow
grouse (Lagopus Lagopus) (Myrberget et al. 1977, Mybrerget 1986), capercaillie (Tetrao
urogallus) (Slagsvold and Grasaas 1979, Moss et al. 2001), hazel grouse (Tetrastes
bonasia) (Swenson et al. 1994), and willow ptarmigan (Lagopus I. Lagopus) (Steen et al.
1988). Variations in seasonal precipitation also can influence quail population
performance. Swank and Gallizioli (1954) suggested winter precipitation could increase
Gambel’s quail reproduction by increasing cover and food abundance in spring. Edwards
(1972) reported a positive relationship between fall bobwhite harvest and precipitation in
January and March. Hernandez et al. (2005) documented decreased survival,
reproductive effort, and productivity of bobwhite in dry periods compared to wet periods
in Texas. Similarly, Tri et al. (2012) reported a positive relationship between bobwhite
production and summer rainfall while also reporting a negative relationship between
production and summer temperature. Collectively, this body of research confirms the
influence of various weather parameters on bobwhite demography.
The quadratic effect of LNB season rainfall is consistent with the available
literature and understanding of bobwhite ecology. Both positive and negative effects of
rainfall are expected during the LNB period (January-1 – April 15). Figure 2.4 illustrates
an optimal range of LNB season rainfall levels in which r is positive. In general, rainfall
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amounts between 28.33 and 60.67 centimeters represents the operative range of
beneficial rainfall for bobwhite during this period on TTRS. Further deviations below
and above that range represent insufficient and excess amounts of rainfall. Insufficient
rainfall during this period could result in reduced vegetative cover and food abundance.
Bobwhite do not rely on free water but rather are sustained by preformed water, therefore
water availability is not likely the cause of reduced population growth (Guthery 2002).
However, drought conditions can directly influence vegetation growth, which can reduce
cover and therefore increase bobwhite exposure to predation and thermoregulatory stress.
This effect can be exacerbated following prescribed burning. Positive effects of LNB
season rainfall can be inferred as having a positive effect of vegetation growth which can
improve cover and food abundance. Increased cover can obviously increase survival via
reduced exposure and predation, while increased food abundance can increase
physiological condition and reduce movement to acquire food thus reducing exposure
and increasing survival. I postulate that the mechanism behind the negative effect of
greater amounts of LNB season rainfall is due to a reduction in adult survival, via
thermoregulatory stress, which subsequently reduces number of individuals entering the
breeding populations, reducing production, and therefore reducing population growth.
During the LNB period (Jan-1 – April 15), average minimum temperature on TTRS over
the 42-year time series is ~7°C. Low temperatures coupled with increased rainfall can
expose birds to thermoregulatory stress (Kennedy 1970, Newton et al. 1993). Most of
this time period is also the most food limiting period of the bobwhite cycle (Rosene
1969). This can cause birds to increase the size of foraging movements thus increasing
their exposure to the elements as well as predators. This period also coincides with covey
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breakup (Stoddard 1931) and juvenile male dispersal (Fies et al. 2002, Cook et al. 2006),
both of which carry increased risk of predation. Increased movements coupled with
limited food availability and thermoregulatory stress can result in higher mortality that
subsequently affects population growth. Collectively, weather variables during this
period can have substantive effects on bobwhite demography and vital rates and therefore
affect population growth.
Recovery and maintenance of bobwhite populations will require predictive
models that simulate population performance in the face of environmental stochasticity
and anthropogenic perturbations (i.e., drought, habitat manipulation, harvest). The quality
of such models will depend largely on the degree in which they mimic patterns and
processes of wild bobwhite populations. Ability to predict population response to
environmental and anthropogenic perturbations is essential in an ever-changing
environment. Therefore, construction and application of models that simulate internal
and external processes is crucial for effective population management. Managers can
benefit from my results by incorporating weather effects into predictive models. For
example, models that predict how bobwhites respond to habitat management could be
improved by addressing the variation in population response relative to weather. Failure
to incorporate such effects could lead to spurious or erroneous conclusions regarding
management effectiveness. Similarly, models used to set harvest rates and regulations
could include weather effects to adjust recommended harvest rates based on predicted
population responses to environmental stressors. Failure to include such factors could
lead to overharvest or under harvest.
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Table 2.1

Model selection results including Akaike’s Information Criterion adjusted
for small sample size (AICc), deviations from best model (ΔAICc), model
weight (wi), model likelihood (-2LogL), and number of model parameters
(K), for evaluating the best-fit density-dependent model structure for
Northern bobwhite at Tall Timbers Research Station, Tallahassee, FL
1970-2011.

Model Description
Linear Density Dependence
Non-linear Density Dependence
Linear, Lag Density Dependence
Non-linear, Lag Density
Dependence

AICc ΔAICc
53.62 0.00
55.39 1.77
56.92
3.30

wi
0.58
0.24
0.11

-2LogL
-23.49
-23.14
-25.14

K
3
4
3

58.08

0.06

-24.48

4
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4.46

Table 2.2

Model selection results including Akaike’s Information Criterion adjusted
for small sample size (AICc), deviations from minimum AICc (Δi), model
weight (wi), model parameterization (K), evidence ration (ER), and R2deviance for evaluating relationship between bobwhite population growth,
population size (Nt), multiple density-independent weather and climatic
variables on Tall Timbers Research Station, Tallahassee, FL from 19702012.

Model
Nt+LNB-Rain + LNB-Rain2 Quadratic
Nt
Nt+BreedingMaxT
Nt+NAO
Nt+BreedingMaxT + BreedingRain
Nt+Fall Rain
Nt+LNB-MinT
Null Model- Density Independence
Nt Quadratic
Nt+LNB-Rain
Nt+ BreedingRain
Nt+FallminT
Nt + LMB-MaxT
Nt+KBDI
Nt+NDVI
Nt+LNB-MinT+LNB-Rain
Nt+FallminT + FallRain
Nt+BreedingMaxT * BreedingRain
Nt+NDVI-Quadratic
Nt+LNB-Rain + LNB-MaxT
Nt+LNB-MaxT + LNB-MaxT2
Nt+NDVI + KBDI
Nt+KBDI Quadratic
Nt+FallminT * FallRain
Nt+LNB-MinT * LNB-Rain
Nt+LNB-Rain * LNB-MaxT
Nt+NDVI*KBDI
Global Model

AICc

Δi

wi

K

ER

R2-dev

51.61
53.62
54.02
54.26
54.71
54.9
54.96
55.13
55.39
55.43
55.73
55.87
55.87
55.97
56.07
57.04
57.34
57.45
57.75
57.94

0
2.01
2.4
2.65
3.1
3.29
3.35
3.51
3.77
3.82
4.11
4.26
4.26
4.35
4.45
5.43
5.73
5.83
6.14
6.32

0.25
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

5
3
4
4
5
4
4
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
6
5
5

1.00
0.37
0.30
0.27
0.21
0.19
0.19
0.17
0.15
0.15
0.13
0.12
0.12
0.11
0.11
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.04

0.91
0.30
0.47
0.45
0.63
0.39
0.39
0.00
0.35
0.35
0.32
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.30
0.43
0.41
0.63
0.37
0.36

58.18
58.53
58.56
59.31
59.8
60.63
61.25
78.43

6.56
6.92
6.95
7.69
8.18
9.02
9.64
26.82

0.01 5
0.01 5
0.01 5
0.01 6
0 6
0 6
0 6
0 13

0.04
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.00

0.34
0.31
0.31
0.47
0.43
0.36
0.31
1.00
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Figure 2.1

Abundance estimates from Closed Capture Model for Northern bobwhite at
Tall Timbers Research Station, Tallahassee, FL 1970-2011.

Shaded area represents 95% credible intervals.
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Figure 2.2

Population growth rate for Northern bobwhite at Tall Timbers Research
Station, Tallahassee, FL, 1970-2011.

Dotted line indicates long-term average.
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Figure 2.3

Predicted effect and standard error from best-fit model of population
abundance (Nt) on population growth rate (r) on Northern bobwhite on Tall
Timbers Research Station, Tallahassee, FL 1970-2011.
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Figure 2.4

Predicted effect and standard error of best fit model of cumulative LNBRain (January 1 – April 14) on population growth rate (r) on Northern
bobwhite on Tall Timbers Research Station, Tallahassee, FL 1970-2011.
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DENISTY-DEPENDENT AND DENSITY-INDEPENDENT FACTORS INFLUENCE
ANNUAL SURVIVAL OF A NON-MIGRATORY BIRD
3.1

Introduction
Understanding the role of density-dependent and density-independent factors

remains an integral objective in applied ecology (Turchin and Taylor 1992, Lande et al.
2005). Debate exists regarding the respective roles of external (density-independent) and
internal (density-dependent) factors in population regulation (Turchin 1995). Traditional
views by Nicholson (1933) propose populations are regulated by density-dependent
mechanisms whereas Andrewartha and Birch (1954) suggest that density-independent
factors regulate populations. It is important to understand that density-dependent
processes can be influenced by and a result of combinations of density-independent
factors (Turchin and Taylor 1992).
Evidence suggests that density-dependent processes can be modified by external
influences such as weather and resources (Kolzsch et al. 2007, Wang et al. 2009,
Morrissette et al. 2010). Separating effects of both processes is necessary to advance
ecological understanding (Royama 1992) but can be difficult to model (Sharov 1992,
Ranta et al. 1997). Although it is well documented that environmental conditions can
influence population performance, survival, and fecundity (Lindstrom 1999), such factors
are often evaluated independently from density-dependent factors. Long term data is
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necessary to further quantify relationships between population demographics, density,
and other biotic and abiotic factors (Rotella et al. 2009). Therefore, investigations of
population performance would be incomplete without concomitantly including densityindependent weather and climatic variables which likely influence density-dependent
parameters (Wang et al. 2006). Quantifying the role of environmental factors such as
weather in studies of population performance is crucial to effectively model strength and
direction of density dependence especially considering inclusion of external factors, such
as weather, has been shown to increase the power to detect density dependence (Rothery
et al. 1997).
Understanding population performance is best approached by quantifying
relationships between density, demographic rates, and environmental covariates
(Osenberg et al. 2002). The role of life history strategies in understanding these
relationships among species is essential as r- and K-selected species exhibit different
density-dependent responses (Williams 2013). Most species can generally be defined by
life history strategies that follow either highly reproductive (r-selected) or as survivor
species (K-selected) (Odum 1971, Sæther 1996). Assigning species to one of two groups
(r- or K-selected) is inappropriate, especially for birds that are more generally
characterized along a slow-fast continuum (Sæther and Bakke 2000). While species at
both ends of this continuum were traditionally assumed to exhibit linear density
dependence (i.e., linear decrease in population growth rate with population density)
(MacArthur 1972), current theories posit that non-linear density-dependent relationships
are more logical. Specifically, r-selected species tend to exhibit concave density
dependence whereas K-selected species exhibit more convex relationships (Sibley et al.
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2005, Williams 2013). Understanding these variable relationships and their importance
in population modeling is important for successful population management and
maintaining population persistence.
Northern bobwhite (Colinus virginianus) are an excellent species to investigate
the role and influence of density-dependent and density-independent factors due to their
unique life history, wherein they can exhibit density dependence in survival,
reproduction, or both. Their status as ecological indicators (Crosby et al. 2015),
popularity, and economic value as a game species (Burger et al. 1999, Huang 2009) also
make them good candidates. Because bobwhite likely occur on the r-side of the r-K
continuum (Pianka 1970), theory suggests they are selected for high productivity and
short life spans; therefore, population growth should theoretically be driven more by
measures of productivity rather than survival (Sæther and Bakke 2000). However, the
most current sensitivity analysis for bobwhite indicates that survival parameters exert the
greatest influence on population growth rates (Sandercock et al. 2008). External
(environmental) and internal (demographic) factors affect bobwhite survival through
direct mortality (predation, harvest, exposure) and indirect mortality (food limitation).
Considering that external factors influence internal factors and that both can produce
population changes (Newton 1998), a thorough understanding of both is important for
effective management. Therefore, understanding what causes spatial and temporal
population fluctuations requires a mechanistic understanding of external factors (Newton
1998).
The influence of external factors such as weather and climate on bird populations
has been the subject of investigation for several decades (e.g., Lack 1954, Lack 1960,
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Sæther et al. 2004). For many Galliformes, especially quail species, negative
relationships with summer heat and survival or production have been found (Sumner
1935, Murray 1958, Heffelfiner et al. 1999, Klimstra and Roseberry 1975, Guthery et al.
1988, Roberts and Porter 1998). However, no formal investigation regarding effects of
temperature and rainfall on annual survival has been conducted for bobwhite. Effects of
precipitation on quail vary regionally and seasonally. Overall, quail exhibit positive
relationships between reproduction and rainfall (Swank and Gallizioli 1954, Hernandez et
al. 2005). However, Sumner (1935) observed increased juvenile mortality with increased
precipitation during hatching season in California quail (Callipepla californica).
Global climate change models predict changes in timing, amount and frequency
of precipitation, increased frequency of extreme weather events (Houghton et al. 1990)
and changes in temperature patterns (Easterling et al. 1997). Considering peak breeding
periods are often tied to peak food availability, changes in rainfall seasonality could shift
these peaks beyond the breeding period leading to reduced production (Lusk et al. 2001)
or, in some cases, increased production from a longer breeding season (Brown et al.
1999). Collectively the influence of seasonal precipitation can have measurable impact
on quail demographic rates and warrant more detailed investigation.
While much of the bobwhite research has focused on effects of weather during the
breeding season, ecological theory suggests that the non-breeding season may be more
important. Specifically, the Tub hypothesis, originally formulated by Lack (1954) and
later articulated by Saether et al. (2004), asserts that fluctuations in avian population size
are primarily related to weather during the non-breeding season. Weather during the nonbreeding season, in conjunction with density dependence, ultimately determines survival
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during this period (Sæther et al. 2004). Sæther et al. (2004) found this hypothesis most
supported in temperate altricial birds. Density dependence is a fundamental part of the
Tub hypothesis and its inclusion is essential (Sæther et al. 2004). Therefore the effect of
non-breeding season weather on annual survival and its effects on density dependence
might provide insight into its role in population performance. Based on bobwhite life
history the non-breeding season can be divided into two separate seasons, fall-winter and
winter-spring. During these periods bobwhite undergo changes in group structure, alter
their habitat use, movement patterns and diet, experience changes in food abundance, are
exposed to varying weather patterns, and are subjected to different predator guilds.
Therefore, I investigated the Tub hypothesis with a novel approach of separating the nonbreeding season based on the species’ ecology.
In contrast to the Tub hypothesis, the Tap hypothesis states that fluctuations in
population size are the result of weather during the breeding season and its influence on
recruitment (Seather et al. 2004). I extend this hypothesis to posit that weather during the
breeding season will affect annual survival. Sæther et al. (2004) found more support for
this hypothesis with precocial birds (e.g., Galliformes). Like the Tub hypothesis, the
combination of both density dependence and breeding season weather is essential to Tap
hypothesis (Saether et al. 2004). Therefore, I investigated the influence of breeding
season weather on annual survival to provide insight into its role in population
performance.
Density-dependent population regulation has been widely investigated in many
species in the Order Galliformes. Studies of sage grouse (Centrocercus spp.), red grouse
(Lagopus scoticus), wild turkey (Meleagris gallopavo), grey partridge (Perdix perdix),
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willow-ptarmigan (Lagopus lagopus), rock ptarmigan (Lagopus muta), ring-necked
pheasants (Phasianus colchicus), and bobwhite have suggested that density-dependent
feedback plays a role in regulating populations (Watson et al. 2000, LaMontagne et al.
2002, Bro et al. 2003, Williams et al. 2003, Pederson et al. 2004, McGhee and Berkson
2007). While density dependence is arguably well documented in bobwhite populations
of northern latitudes (Errington 1945, Cookingham and Ripley 1964, Roseberry and
Klimstra 1984:96-98, Williams et al. 2003), southern populations are thought to exhibit
much weaker density-dependent relationships (Guthery et al. 2000, Guthery 2002:59,
DeMaso et al. 2011). Few studies have been able to identify or provide an estimate of
density-dependent survival and production in bobwhites except for Guthery et al. (2000)
and Williams et al. (2003). While Guthery (2000) assumed density-dependent
reproduction and winter mortality, the relationships were theoretical and not empirically
derived. In contrast, Williams et al. (2003) provided empirically derived density
dependence estimates but only for reproduction (i.e., density-dependent growth).
Therefore, the only published values of density-dependent effects on southern bobwhites
were developed for Texas populations (Guthery et al. 2000).
Understanding the differential effects of density-independent and densitydependent parameters on increasing and decreasing phases of annual survival is also not
well understood for many species. Phase dependency in density-dependent structure was
originally posed for lemmings pertaining to the vole-lemming cycles (Framstad et al.
1997, Stenseth et al. 1998), where density-dependent structure varied between increasing
and decreasing population phases. In such cyclic populations, phases are relatively short
(1-3 years) (Stenseth 1999). However, investigating the phase-dependent effects over
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extensive (≥30 year) periods is rarely conducted. While this topic garners minimal
attention outside of documented cyclic populations, it has broad implications for
theoretical ecology and applied management. Understanding how populations respond to
various environmental conditions and if that response varies depending on the state of the
population (i.e., increasing or decreasing) can influence population and habitat
management. If populations respond differently depending on their current trajectory or
performance phase (i.e., survival), it is vital to understand the mechanism behind the
phenomenon. For species with cyclic population fluctuations or boom bust dynamics
such as bobwhite (Roseberry and Klimstra 1984, Thogmartin et al. 2002) the magnitude
and duration of population peaks and troughs can affect population persistence
(Roseberry and Klimstra 1984). Therefore it is important to fully understand differential
population performance to environmental covariates and population abundance during
population phases and fluctuations.
To date, no research has concomitantly evaluated the relative influence of
seasonal weather variables, habitat quality, density dependence and their relative
influence on bobwhite annual survival. My objectives were to 1) evaluate the influence
of seasonal density-independent weather variables on annual survival, 2) evaluate
existence and influence of density dependence on annual survival, and 3) evaluate the
additive and interactive effects of density-independent variables on density-dependent
processes, and 4) evaluate the differential influence of density-independent and densitydependent variables on increasing and decreasing phases of survival in a long-term time
series.
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3.2

Study Area
Data for this chapter were collected on Tall Timbers Research Station (TTRS),

located in the Red Hills region of the Gulf Coastal Plain in northern Florida and southern
Georgia, USA. TTRS is a 1,568 ha, privately owned research station managed primarily
for bobwhite and fire-dependent, pine-grassland communities. Loblolly (Pinus taeda)
pine with an early successional grass/herbaceous understory dominates the landscape.
Hardwood drainages, predominantly oaks (Quercus spp.), are intermixed throughout the
TTRS with multiple small fields maintained in herbaceous cover with disking. Fire is the
dominant management regime within the entire study area being burned on a ≤ 2 year
rotation (Palmer et al. 2002).
TTRS is characterized as a temperate, sub-tropical climate with annual rainfall
averaging ~136 centimeters and average daily temperatures of 20°C. TTRS exhibits two
dry periods (April-May, October-December) where monthly rainfall does not exceed 4
inches. Extreme weather events, such as hurricanes, tropical storms, tornadoes, and
floods occur infrequently. Winters are brief and mild with average minimum temperature
during January-February ~ 4°C (Masters).
3.3

Materials and Methods
I analyzed 42 years of mark-recapture data to estimate bobwhite annual survival

for the TTRS population. Bobwhite were trapped in each January via walk-in funnel
traps (Stoddard 1931) baited with grain, marked with numbered leg bands, and released
at the capture site (Kellog et al. 1972, Palmer et al. 2002). Trap effort was similar each
year where trapping continued until 40-60% of the population was marked and 10-20%
recaptured via dead recoveries from harvested birds (Palmer et al. 2002). Birds that died
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between marking and release were censored. I used the Cormack-Jolly-Seber (CJS)
model in Program MARK (White and Burnham 1999) to calculate apparent annual
survival from live recaptured individuals from 1970-2012 (Cormack 1964, Jolly 1965,
Seber 1965). I used a two stage approach to identify the best model structure for
recapture probability (p) and survival (Φ) (Lebreton et al. 1992).
I developed an a priori candidate set of models for recapture probability and fit
multiple model structures while holding survival constant with a fully saturated model
structure. I modeled all biologically plausible group structures for covariates age and
sex. Once a group structure was selected, I added weather covariates that would
influence recapture probability in January. I used model selection criteria (Burnham and
Anderson 2002) to select the best capture probability structure. I considered models ≤
2AIC units of the top model to be competing. I used the best supported model of
recapture probability structure for all subsequent survival models. I ran a median c-hat
simulation in Program MARK (White and Burnham) to evaluate goodness of fit for my
global model.
I then developed an a priori set of covariate models to evaluate my ecological
hypothesis regarding annual survival. I evaluated all biologically possible combinations
of group effects (age and sex) on survival. Previous modeling indicated two distinct
trends in abundance indicative of the management history of TTRS. I modeled the two
trends in survival using a simple quadratic time covariate in my design matrix in Program
MARK. This approach allowed survival to fluctuate over the two phases of the time
series. I then added covariates to the existing group structure to test specific ecological
hypotheses. Specifically I evaluated the Additive and Interactive Effects hypotheses of
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weather variables, habitat quality, and density dependence. I also evaluated the Phase
Dependent Hypothesis of differential effects of covariates on increasing and decreasing
survival phases. The totality of the candidate model set allowed me to investigate a suite
of hypothesis, parameters, and underlying processes that might influence bobwhite
survival.
3.4

Covariates
I chose local weather parameters that reflected ecological hypotheses regarding

annual bobwhite survival (Table 3.1). Time periods for weather data reflected bobwhite
life history and annual cycle. The non-breeding season for bobwhite (October 16 – April
14) encompasses multiple population processes in the bobwhite annual cycle (e.g., covey
formation; spring break up; dispersal; emigration) and covers stages of variable weather,
predation risk, food abundance and interspecific competition. Therefore I split the nonbreeding season into 2 separate sections: Early Non-Breeding (ENB) and Late NonBreeding (LNB). I used the minimum temperature (ENB-MinT), cumulative rainfall
(ENB-Rain) and the North Atlantic Oscillation index (NAO) to reflect environmental
covariates during the Early Non-Breeding season (October 16 – December 31). I also
evaluated the influence of the minimum temperature (LNB-MinT), maximum temperature
(LNB-MaxT), and cumulative rainfall (LNB-Rain) to reflect late, non-breeding season
environmental covariates (January 1 – April 14) and their influence on annual survival. I
characterized weather for the Tub Hypothesis using these two distinct periods. Similarly,
I characterized the Tap Hypothesis using weather parameters during the bobwhite
breeding season (April – 15 – October 15). Specifically, I used Breeding Season
Maximum Temperature (BreedingMaxT) and cumulative Breeding season Rainfall
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(BreedingRain) to evaluate influence of breeding season weather on annual survival. All
local weather data was collected from on-site TTRS weather stations and immediate
surrounding areas.
I also used the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), defined as the mean deviation in
average sea level pressure between the subarctic and subtropical Atlantic (Hurrell 1995),
to assess large scale changes in climate. The NAO has been identified as a quality
predictor of species population dynamics (Stenseth et al. 2002) and changes in
demographic rates (Coulson et al. 2001), and is therefore a plausible explanatory variable
for survival. I used the NAO as a large-scale climatic variable associated with the Tub
Hypothesis because NAO phases (+/-) are indications of winter weather patterns in the
Eastern United States. Keetch-Byram Drought Index (KBDI) was derived from the onsite TTRS weather station to quantify soil moisture conditions as an index of vegetation
growing conditions. I used the KBDI as a surrogate for available cover. I used the
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) (Running 1990, Myneni et al. 1995) to
assess habitat quality. The NDVI has become the standard for relating vegetation to
animal performance (Pettorelli et al. 2005) and can be used as ecological indicator of
resource abundance (Despland et al. 2004), physical condition (Perttorelli et al. 2005),
breeding success (Sanz et al. 2003), distribution (Zinner et al. 2002, Osborne et al. 2001,
and Gabler et al. 2000), movement patterns (Møller and Merial 2004, Andersen et al.
2004). NDVI is a measure of the red:near–infared reflectance ratio calculated as
[NDVI=(NIR – RED)/(NIR + RED)] (Pettorelli et al. 2005). NDVI values range from -1
to +1, where negative values represent absence of vegetation (Myneni et al. 1995). I used
all Landsat images (Landsat 1-8) to obtain useable images for the 42 year time frame of
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my dataset. Landsat images for the bobwhite breeding season (April 15 – October 15)
were downloaded from the United States Geological Survey website
(http://glovis.usgs.gov) for the study area (Path 18, Row 39). I downloaded one image
per month selecting only those with the least amount of cloud cover. I generated 300
random points throughout the study area excluding water bodies and one long-term
research plot that was not indicative of the rest of the study area. I then calculated NDVI
in ERDAS Imagine 8.5 (Lieca Geosystems, Atlanta, GA, USA). I averaged NDVI
measurements for across the breeding season to obtain one NDIV estimate for each year.
Because Landsat flights did not begin until 1973, I used the long term average from
1973-2013 (0.361) for those missing years (1970-1972). Similarly, I used the long term
average for 1982 because cloud cover did not permit a sufficient image to calculate
NDVI. I used NDVI measurements to represent a general metric for habitat conditions
(food and cover) during the breeding season
I used bobwhite abundance to investigate the role of density dependence in annual
survival. Annual abundance was estimated from the long-term mark-recapture dataset by
calculating the minimum number of individuals known to be alive (MNKA) at the
beginning of each year based on individual encounter histories. This estimate is biased
low because inference can only be modeled on individuals known to be alive in the
current year (i.e., individuals recaptured the following year); however the alternative
method of using abundance estimates from Jolly Seber POPAN models would introduce
tautology into analysis because the same individuals would be used for both survival and
abundance modeling. Previous research has shown MNKA to proportional to population
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size and a reliable predictor of population size estimates from Jolly Seber models (Slade
and Blair 2000).
All covariate models were evaluated based on three metrics of quantifying
evidence of support. Because of the large number of covariate models in my candidate
set, I used a cutoff value of ≤4 AICc as evidence of models with substantial support. I
also use the evidence ratio approach described by Burnham and Anderson (2002). For
this approach I set a pre-determined evidence ratio as a cutoff point for plausible models.
I chose a cutoff point of 0.135 which is similar to a ∆AICc of 4 (Burnham and Anderson
2002). All models with evidence ratios greater than the cutoff point were considered
competing models with substantial support. I calculated the evidence ratio as the
likelihood of a given model (gi) divided by the likelihood of the best model (gmin):

g x ,
g x 


i

min

which is equivalent to
1
 exp i .
2

This likelihood based approach is supported by statistical theory (Royall 1997) and
favored by Burnham and Anderson (2002). Lastly, I report the deviance R2 (R2dev) as a
metric of model fit. Collectively these three approaches to assessing model support
provide a robust approach to interpreting model inference.
3.5

Results
Between 1970 and 2012, 18,340 individual bobwhites were banded including

1,470 adult females, 2,035 adult males, 7,091 juvenile females, and 7,744 juvenile males.
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An average of 478.51 (SE = 66) bobwhites were banded each year [range = 42-1,157].
Mean annual survival across the 42-year time period was 0.23 (SE = 0.009) and mean
capture probability was 0.54 (SE = 0.01) and 0.43 (SE = 0.01) for adults and juveniles,
respectively.
3.5.1

Model Structure
The best competing model for recapture probability was an age-structured model

(Adult/Juvenile) and included a covariate for January Minimum Temperature (JanMinT).
Age-specific capture probability varied annually (Figure 3.1). Adult recapture
probability was greater than juvenile recapture probability in most years. Average
capture probabilities for adults (𝑥̅ = 0.54; SD=0.08; range = 0.77 - 0.36) and juveniles
(𝑥̅ = 0.43; SD=0.08; range = 0.68 - 0.26) were similar to previously published estimates
for my study site for a subset of my time series (0.54; Palmer and Wellendorf 2007).
Model selection indicated an age-sex interaction structure as the most plausible
structure for survival. Annual survival varied considerably by age and sex (Figure 3.2).
My estimates indicate lesser annual survival for adults compared to juveniles and lesser
annual survival for females compared to males. Specifically, adult females had the
lowest survival followed by adult males, juvenile females, and juvenile males. While
juvenile male, juvenile female and adult male survival rates varied, there was no
statistical difference between these groups (i.e., 95% CI’s overlap; Figure 3.2); however,
survival was greatest for juvenile males and least for adult females. Survival fluctuated
but never dropped below 10% for any group, except for adult females in 1998 and 1999.
Model selection indicated a quadratic survival trend structure was best. All covariate
models had this underlying trend structure.
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3.5.2

Model Output
Goodness of fit test produced a median c-hat statistic of 1.4 indicating

overdispersion of the global model. Therefore I used quasi-AICc (QAICc) in addition to
evidence ratios, and R2dev to evaluate models. Of my candidate model set (Appendix 1),
six models were competing within 4 QAICc units from the best model and had evidence
rations greater than 0.135. These models also had R2dev values ≥ 0.50, accounted for
~93% of the Akaike weight, and support multiple ecological hypotheses (Table 3.2). The
best competing model, ≥2 QAICc units from the next best model, accounted for ~43% of
the Akaike weight and had an explained ~57% of the variance (R2dev=0.57). This model
illustrates the importance of habitat quality as indexed by the NDVI. This model included
covariates for NDVI, two survival phases (Trend), and an interaction between NDVI and
Trend. The effect of NDVI (β = 10.65; 95% CL = 6.54, 14.77) on annual survival was
positive. The 2-stage Trend parameter yielded an increasing survival trend during the
first phase (β = 0.37; 95% CL = 0.20, 0.54), and a weak, decreasing trend during the
second phase (β = -0.0007; 95% CI = -0.011, -0.003). Model estimates for the interaction
of NDVI and Trend indicate a reduced effect of NDVI during increasing phase of survival
(β = -1.09 95% CI = -1.56, -0.63) and small, increased effect during decreasing phase of
survival (β = 0.02 95% CI = 0.01, 0.03).
Subsequent competing models represent hypothesis in support of the Tap, Tub
hypotheses as well as the Interactive and Additive Effects hypotheses. Of the six
competing models 4 (~67%) included a density-dependent parameter and two (~33%) did
not. All models with a density-dependent parameter also included density-independent
parameters providing support for the Additive Effects hypothesis and highlighting the
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importance of both types of parameters in bobwhite survival. Five of the six models
(~83%) included an interaction between the density-independent covariate and Trend
providing evidence for the Phase Dependent hypothesis. Two of the six models (~33%)
included parameters that support the Tap hypothesis and 3 supported the Tub hypothesis.
In four of the six competing models the Trend parameters report a negative
survival phase followed by a positive phase and two showed opposite survival trends.
The second best competing model showed a positive effect of BreedingMaxT on annual
survival (β = 0.43 95% CI = 0.31, 0.55), explained ~15% of the Akaike weight and also
explained ~57% of the variation in survival. This model showed a weak, negative effect
population abundance on survival (β = -0.0003 95% CI = -0.0007, -0.00007). The third
best competing model showed an overall negative effect of LNB-MinT (β = -0.18; 95%
CI = -0.25, -0.11), a positive effect of LNB-MinT during the decreasing survival phase (β
= 0.02 95% CI = 0.01, 0.03), and a weak negative effect during the increasing survival
phase (β = -0.0005 95% CI = -0.0007, -0.0002). This model also showed a nonsignificant, negative effect of abundance (β = -0.0002 95% CI = -0.0005, -0.00004
explained ~10% of the Akaike weight, and ~55% of the variation in survival. The fourth
best competing model showed a negative effect of LNB-MaxT on annual survival. This
parameter also occurred in the sixth best competing model. The effect of LNB-MaxT was
identical between models (β = -0.17; 95% CI = -0.24, -0.10). However, the effects
between LNB-MaxT and Trend were opposite for each model. This model also showed a
negative effect of abundance but this effect was not statistically significant (β = -0.0002;
95% CI = -0.0005, -0.0007). It also accounted for ~8% of the Akaikie weight and
explained 54% of the total variation in survival. The fifth best competing model showed a
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non-significant, negative effect of BreedingMaxT (β = -0.09; 95% CI = -0.24, 0.06), a
stronger negative effect of abundance (β = -0.03; 95% CI = -0.06, -0.01), a weak positive
interaction effect of BreedingMaxT and abundance (β = 0.0004; 95% CI = 0.0001,
0.0007), accounted for ~8% of the Akaike weight and explained ~50% of the variation.
The sixth best competing model was similar to the fourth except that it did not include an
abundance parameter. It also accounted for ~8% of the Akaike weight and explained
~50% of the variation in annual survival.
3.6

Discussion
I report results from the longest running survival analysis for bobwhite ever

conducted. The length of a time series can limit the ability to detect density dependence
(Wolda and Dennis 1993, Denis and Tapper 1994). Brook and Bradshaw (2006)
demonstrated a positive relationship between the length of a time series and increasing
evidence for density dependence. The length of my time series (42 years) allowed me to
evaluate multiple hypotheses that have historically eluded bobwhite researchers (e.g.,
density dependence, density independence, etc.). Furthermore, by evaluating external
and internal factors that affect survival, I avoided confounding influences that could
influence the regulatory process (Rothery et al. 1997). Although I report variable
evidence to support density dependence on bobwhite annual survival, more notably, my
competing models represent multiple new hypotheses regarding bobwhite. The evidence
to the support Tub and Tap hypotheses is novel for bobwhite. The variable effect of
density dependence in these models illustrates the state of our understanding regarding
this area of bobwhite population dynamics.
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The size and longevity of this dataset also allowed me to estimate age and sex
specific survival rates. While previous estimates of bobwhite survival generally report
survival for age (Juvenile/Adult) or sex (Male/Female) separately only if there are
significant differences between groups (Rolland et al. 2010, Burger et al. 1995, Cox et al.
2004, Palmer and Wellendorf 2007), I found the best support for an age-sex interaction
model which provided estimates for age-sex specific groups (Figure 3.2). Age and sex
specific survival rates are not readily reported in bobwhite literature for multiple reasons.
First, most datasets lack the sample size large enough to estimate separate age and sex
specific survival rates. Second, for many ecological questions it might not be thought
necessary to report age-sex specific survival rates. My results counter the latter of these
assumptions as I found an age-sex interaction to be the best supported model structure.
Furthermore, I found adult female annual survival was significantly less than all other
groups. Pollock et al. (1989) also reported significantly greater annual survival for males
than females and slightly greater, although not significant, survival for adults than
juveniles. The large disparity between adult female and other groups could have
implications for population management. Female bobwhite experience increased
mortality risk due to nesting and brood rearing (Stoddard 1931, Rosene 1969, Burger et
al. 1995) and have also been shown to be more vulnerable to harvest (Pollock et al. 1989,
Shupe et al. 1990). Increased vulnerability to predation due to physiological stress
associated with reproduction has also been proposed as an explanation for increased
female mortality (Kabat and Thompson 1963). Burger et al. (1995) suggested that
mortality while brooding flightless chicks could increase mortality. Because productivity
and nesting rates are known to be greater for adults females compared to juveniles (Miller
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et al. 2012), lesser annual survival of this group can have implications for population
growth and persistence. In a broader sense however these novel estimates elucidate the
variability in life history strategies among groups within a population. Life history
strategies are developed through natural selection to optimize a cost-benefit ratio of
energy expense (Williams 2013). Adult females, for example, take on considerable risk
via reproduction by increasing energy demands and exposure to predation (Burger et al.
1995). Juveniles on the other hand, nest at a lesser rate (Miller et al. 2012), allocating
energy into maintenance and survival, resulting in greater annual survival. Age and sex
specific annual survival rates from this study allow further investigation into life history
strategies and how this information can be used to improve population management.
My modeling approach yielded several new findings for bobwhite. I report
evidence for the importance of habitat quality as indexed by NDVI. NDVI varied over the
time series (𝑥̅ = 0.36; SD = 0.07) (Figure 3.3) and accurately depicted the variability of
habitat conditions in a southern latitudes of the bobwhite range. I used NDVI as an
overall surrogate for habitat quality and therefore provide strong evidence for the
importance of adequate food and cover during the bobwhite breeding season. My use of
NDVI as a covariate for bobwhite survival is the first of its kind, however previous
research has demonstrated its utility as a metric of food abundance (Schaub et al. 2005,
Grande et al. 2009) and cover (Verlinden and Masogo 1997). My results illustrate the
opportunity and benefit of using large-scale indices in wildlife management. The
strength of evidence for the influence of NDVI on bobwhite survival confirms the
importance of quality habitat but also further identifies its importance during the breeding
season. For the last several decades, focus on overwinter survival has dominated
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bobwhite research leading to management decisions focused on winter cover to reduce
avian mortality (Madsen et al. 2002, Williams et al. 2004, Seckinger et al. 2008). I do
not discount this approach as it has shown to be effective (Seckinger et al. 2008);
however I propose that cover and food availability during the breeding season should
garner renewed attention. Both males and females experience increased mortality during
the breeding season due to reproductive activities (Burger et al. 1995). Abundant and
available food and cover can decrease bobwhite vulnerability to predators and therefore
increase survival. Schaub et al. (2005) and Grande et al. (2009) showed a positive
relationship between NDVI, as a covariate for food abundance, and avian survival.
Similarly, Wallen et al. (1992) demonstrated the use of NDVI to predict habitat quality.
However, the use of NDVI as a covariate for bobwhite survival has not been conducted.
Quantifying the relationship between survival and a metric that encompasses both food
and cover could provide a unique opportunity to wildlife managers where remotely
sensed data can be used to make predictions about population performance. Such a
relationship could foster further research relating NDVI to other parameters of population
performance (e.g., nest success, chick survival, and emigration/immigration). My results
illustrate that quality habitat management as shown by NDVI values can have positive
influence on bobwhite survival. The interaction of NDVI and the two-stage Trend
parameter provides support for the Phase Dependent hypothesis of differential covariate
effects on survival phases. Bobwhite exhibited differential response (i.e., survival) to
NDVI with the different survival trends. The effect of NDVI was negative during the
increasing survival phase and positive but weaker during the decreasing survival phase.
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However the magnitude of these parameter estimates was minor compared to that of
NDVI.
The positive influence of BreedingMaxT on survival is the first reported effect of
seasonal temperature on bobwhite annual survival. Previous studies have documented
negative effects of similar parameters on reproductive metrics and seasonal survival
(Summer 1935, Murrary 1958, Heffelfiner et al 1999, Klimstra and Roseberry 1975,
Guthery et al. 1988, Roberts and Porter 1998) but never on annual survival. In the
southeastern region of the bobwhite range, temperature has received minimal attention
from researchers for unknown reasons. My results provide an opportunity to expand our
understanding of bobwhite ecology. BreedingMaxT varied in a typical manner for
southeastern latitudes over the time series (range = [29.5°C – 32.7°C]), characterized by
short trends and rapid fluctuations (Figure 3.3). While a positive effect of BreedingMaxT
seems counterintuitive, I hypothesize that increase in ambient temperature during this
period could be a surrogate to other environmental factors that are known to influence
bobwhite survival. For example, warmer temperatures in this latitude are associated with
growing conditions (i.e., increased growing degree days) of vegetation which could
increase survival via reduced exposure to predation. Increased growing conditions could
also positively influence abundance of quail foods such as invertebrates and soft mass.
Whereas bobwhite research in the arid southwestern range reports detrimental effects of
elevated summer temperatures, it is important to note that even the highest temperatures
observed (32.7°C) were not close to those that would negatively influence survival
(40°C; Guthery 2000).
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The negative effect of LNB-MinT on annual survival I observed is also novel for
bobwhite. While a negative effect of LNB-MinT seems counterintuitive, I hypothesize
that increasing ambient temperature during this period could be a surrogate to another
environmental factor that is known to influence bobwhite survival. Overwinter mortality
has been identified as a limiting factor for bobwhite population growth (Sandercock et al.
(2008) and is often the period of greatest mortality (Roseberry and Klimstra 1984, Curtis
et al. 1988, Burger et al. 1995, Burger et al. 1998). Avian predation accounts for much of
this mortality (Burger et al. 1995). Specifically, Cooper’s hawks (Accipiter cooperii),
sharp-shinned hawks (Accipiter striatus), northern harriers (Circus cyaneus), and redtailed hawks (Buteo jamaicensis) have contributed to bobwhite mortality (Turner et al.
2014). While none of these predators prey exclusively on bobwhite (Rosene 1969), their
collective effect on bobwhite demographics can be significant (Burger et al. 1995, Burger
et al. 1998). As migratory species, seasonal abundance and distribution of avian
predators can result in major impacts on bobwhite survival (Jackson 1947). Holt et al.
(2012) observed greater overwinter mortality during winters with increased abundance of
three raptor species at the latitude band of their study area, suggesting that an increased
migration pulse contributed to increase overwinter mortality. Avian migration pulses into
southern latitudes vary annually (Saunders 1959, Wedemeyer 1973, Welty 1982) and are
likely tied to larger climatic conditions (Holt et al. 2012). Influxes of avian predators
have also been attributed to the arrival of cold fronts (Mueller and Berger 1961). I
propose that warmer temperatures during the LNB period (January 1- April 14) may
create a situation where migratory raptors on TTRS increase residence time, thus
contributing to increased mortality. Therefore in years with fewer or shorter cold fronts
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to push birds further south (i.e., increased LNB-MinT), increased overwinter mortality
might contribute to lower overall annual mortality on TTRS. I believe that support for
the LNB-MaxT covariate can be explained for the same reasons as LNB-MinT.
The negative effect of density on annual survival has long been assumed for
bobwhite but its magnitude has been in question. While I report varying support for the
role of density dependence in bobwhite ecology, my estimated density dependent effect
on annual survival is similar to theoretical estimates from Guthery et al. (2000) for
density dependent winter mortality (-0.0004). The fact that four of my six top models
include both density-independent and density-dependent effects provides new insight into
bobwhite population regulation. The combined effects of density-dependent and densityindependent effects on survival is not novel, however the role of both of these factors is
largely ambiguous for many taxa, especially bobwhite.
I found support for the Tub and Tap hypotheses. Sæther et al. (2004) argued that
Galliformes would be most influenced by weather during the breeding season (Tap),
while Lack (1954) supported the influence of weather during the non-breeding season
(Tub) for altricial birds. Interestingly, Sæther et al. (2004) noted that “weather conditions
just prior to the breeding season influence annual variation in change in population size
of many Galliformes species through an effect on recruitment…” My LNB-Season
period (January 1- April 14) does include a period prior to the breeding season (April 15
– October 15) because I split the non-breeding season into two periods that were
reflective of changes in the bobwhite population process. The importance of this period
could explain why I found support for both hypotheses. However, my support for the
Tub hypothesis is supported by research on a variety of altricial species (Møller 1989,
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Ballie and Peach 1992, Szep 1995, Barbraud and Weimerskirch 2003, Loison et al. 2002,
Stokke et al. 2004). Research on Galliformes is quite variable with some studies
reporting evidence of the Tap hypothesis (Moss 1986, Moss and Oswald 1985, Rolley et
al. 1998, and Watson et al. 2000) and others supporting the Tub hypothesis (Botsford et
al. 1988, Slagsvold and Grasaas 1979, Rotella et al. 1996). The only support for both
Tub and Tap hypotheses was from Lusk et al. (2002) where they found evidence for the
influence of summer temperature and fall rainfall. Unfortunately, the Tub and Tap
hypotheses are rarely investigated for multiple reasons (Sæther et al. 2004) and more
research is needed.
My results add new information to the current understanding of population
processes in bobwhite ecology. My results support the importance of habitat quality, the
additive influence of density dependent and density independent factors, the differential
effects of covariates on survival phases, and the Tub and Tap hypotheses on bobwhite
survival. I encourage researchers to elaborate and build upon my findings to better
understand regulatory factors for bobwhite populations. Bobwhites are an economically,
recreationally, and socially valued resource (Burger et al. 1999, Burger 2006, Huang
2009) whose precipitous decline has prompted large-scale conservation action (Palmer et
al. 2011). Comprehensive understanding of population dynamics and the multitude of
factors that influence population process is essential to effective recovery strategies at the
population level. Predictive models that simulate population performance in the face of
environmental stochasticity and anthropogenic perturbations (i.e., drought, habitat
manipulation, harvest) are important to maintain and recover populations. The quality of
such models will largely depend on the degree in which they mimic patterns and
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processes of wild populations. Therefore, effective models will be characterized by those
that address density-dependent and density-independent factors. A thorough
understanding of the underlying mechanisms of bobwhite population dynamics will be
crucial to achieve effective recovery.
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April - October
Annual

LNB-MinT
LNB-MaxT
LNB-Rain
NDVI
KBDI

Late Non-Breeding Season Minimum Temperature
Late Non-Breeding Season Maximum Temperature
Spring Rainfall

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
Keetchum-Bryant Drought Index

1970 -1999
2000 - 2012

Trend
Trend

Phase 2

Annual

Phase 1

-

January 1 - April 14
January 1 - April 14
January 1 - April 14

BreedingMaxT
BreedingRain

Breeding Season Maximum Temperature
Breeding Season Rainfall

Abundance

April 15 - October 15
April 15 - October 15

ENB-Rain
NAO

Early Non-Breeding Rainfall
North Atlantic Oscillation

October 16 - December
31
October 16 - December
31
Annual

ENB-MinT

Early Non-Breeding Season Minimum
Temperature

Date Index

Name

Phase
Dependent
Phase
Dependent

Dependence

Quality
Quality

Tub
Tub
Tub

Tap
Tap

Tub
Tub

Tub

Hypothesis

6.38

2.48

1.26
8.02

4.11
0.18

3.05

SD

-

-

-

-

491.55 296.98

0.36
0.06
357.06 65.31

44.84
69.39
17.52

87.55
28.75

8.96
0.05

47.36

Mean

Local weather, regional climatic and site-specific covariates affecting Northern bobwhite survival (1970-2012)
on Tall Timbers Research Station, Tallahassee, Florida, USA.

Parameters

Table 3.1
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Phi (age*sex+Time+Time +LNB-MaxT+LNB-MaxT*Time), p (age+JanMinT)

2

0.50

10421.57 3.39 0.08 12 0.18

0.50

0.54

10421.48 3.30 0.08 13 0.19

10421.65 3.47 0.08 12 0.18

0.55

R2-dev.

10421.10 2.92 0.10 13 0.23

ER

0.57

K

10420.24 2.06 0.16 13 0.36

wi

0.57

Δi

10418.18 0.00 0.44 12 1.00

QAICc

Quasi-Akaike’s Information Criterion adjusted for small sample size (QAICc), deviations from minimum QAICc
(Δi), model weight (wi), model parameterization (K), evidence ration (ER), and R2-deviance for 6 best competing
models evaluating the influence on multiple parameter on bobwhite annual survival from 1970-2012 on Tall
Timbers Research Station, Tallahassee, FL.

Phi (age*sex+Time+Time2+NDVI+NDVI*Time), p (age+JanMinT)
Phi (age*sex+Time+Time2+BreedingMaxT+BreedingMaxT*Time+Abundance), p
(age+JanMinT)
Phi (age*sex+Time+Time2+LNB-MinT+LNB-MinT*Time+Abundance), p
(age+JanMinT)
Phi (age*sex+Time+Time2+LNB-MaxT+LNB-MaxT*Time+Abundance), p
(age+JanMinT)
Phi (age*sex+Time +
Time2+BreedingMaxT+Abundance+BreedingMaxT*Abundance), p (age+JanMinT)

Model

Table 3.2

0.9
0.8

Recapture Probability

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
Adults
0.1

Juveniles

0

Year

Figure 3.1

Mean annual age-specific recapture probability and 95% confidence
intervals for Northern bobwhite (1970-2012) on Tall Timbers Research
Station, Tallahassee, Florida, USA.
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0.45
0.4

Adult Female
Adult Male
Juvenile Female

0.35

Juvenile Male

Annual Survival

0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

Year

Figure 3.2

Mean annual age-sex-specific annual survival and 95% confidence
intervals for Northern bobwhite (1970-2012) on Tall Timbers Research
Station, Tallahassee, Florida, USA.
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Figure 3.3

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), Late Non-Breeding
Season Minimum Temperature (LNB-MinT), Breeding Season Maximum
Temperature (BreedMaxT), and Abundance covariates from competing
models for Tall Timbers Research Station in Tallahassee, FL, USA from
1970-2012.
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ESTIMATING NORTHERN BOBWHITE RECRUITMENT USING INTEGRATED
POPULATION MODELS
4.1

Introduction
Population dynamics is the result of four key processes: recruitment, survival,

emigration and immigration (Sibley and Hone 2002). Changes in population growth
rates require changes in one or more of these demographic rates (Schaub and Abadi
2011). While survival estimates are commonplace due to relative ease of data collection
and the multitude of analytical tools, other metrics are less represented in the literature.
Recruitment has garnered less attention for multiple taxa, especially exploited species
such as gamebirds. For gamebirds, recruitment is essential to understanding population
dynamics and setting harvest regulations because density-dependent recruitment or
survival is a necessary assumption for compensatory mortality and the cornerstone of
sustainable yield theory (Roseberry 1982, Robertson and Rosenburg 1988, Sæther et al.
1996). However, density-dependent recruitment is rarely quantified or incorporated into
gamebird population models.
Compounding this paucity of understanding are the relatively uninvestigated
effects of environmental factors on recruitment. Metrics such as recruitment are
important to accurately evaluating management decisions because it encapsulates
multiple population metrics (fecundity and survival of young) and may have a greater
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influence on population growth rates (Sæther and Bakke 2000). Unfortunately, most
gamebird research focuses on effects of environmental factors on nest success or
fecundity (Moss et al. 2001, Hernandez et al. 2005) but rarely on recruiting birds into the
breeding population. External (environmental) and internal (demographic) factors can
affect gamebird recruitment singly or concomitantly. Considering that external factors
influence internal factors and that both can produce population changes (Newton 1998), a
thorough understanding of both is essential to effective management. However,
understanding what causes spatial and temporal population fluctuations requires a
mechanistic understanding of external factors (Newton 1998). Similarly, elucidating the
influence of external, density-independent factors (e.g., weather) and internal, densitydependent factors (e.g., population abundance) are necessary to understand underlying
mechanisms causing population fluctuations. Therefore, research is needed to investigate
and quantify the effects of density-dependent and density-independent covariates on
gamebird recruitment.
Birds are generally characterized along a slow-fast continuum of life history
strategies (Sæther and Bakke 2000), where larger, long-lived birds exhibit a slower or
more K-selected strategies compared to smaller, short-lived birds who exist on the rselected side of the continuum. Northern bobwhite (Colinus virginianus; hereafter,
bobwhite) have very short life-spans, large clutch sizes, and high reproductive output.
Sæther and Bakke (2000)’s elasticity analysis of demographic variables to population
growth illustrated that species with demographic parameters such as bobwhite exhibit
greater elasticity to fecundity than survival. Similarly, Stahl and Oli (2006) found that
reproductive parameters were the most important for bird species with early maturation
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and high reproductive rates. However, Sandercock et al. (2008) report that bobwhite
were more sensitive to measures of survival. Such discrepancies can possibly be
attributed to the location of bobwhite life history strategies along the slow-fast lifehistory continuum. Another potential discrepancy is that most populations in the
Sandercock et al. (2008) study were declining. Research has shown that changes in
survival should have the greatest effect on population growth in declining populations
(Meats 1971). Sæther and Bakke (2000) contend that species with life history similar to
bobwhite should be more responsive to changes in reproductive measures compared to
survival. Recruitment is an excellent measure of reproduction and survival of young, it is
more useful for investigations of density dependence and density independence because it
has a greater influence on population growth rate (Sæther and Bakke 2000) which is the
ultimate unifying factor in population ecology (Sibley and Hone 2002).
Bobwhite recruitment has received minimal research attention since Roseberry
and Klimstra’s (1984) seminal work. They defined recruitment as the increase in
population size from spring (March) to fall (November), expressed as a percentage of the
spring population, or percentage summer gain (PSG). This definition of recruitment
integrates multiple demographic components including natality, mortality,
immigration/emigration, and survival (Roseberry and Klimstra 1984). However, this
definition refers to recruiting individuals to the fall population, and stems from the
importance of quantifying the fall population size prior to setting harvest regulations.
However, traditional definitions define recruitment as the addition of individuals to the
breeding season and thus add to the breeding population (Ricklefs and Miller 2000). I
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will use this definition herein as it is more logically tied to population growth and
persistence.
Errington (1945) was the first to quantify the negative relationship between
bobwhite recruitment (PSG) and population size (specifically, breeding density), a
phenomenon he called “inversity.” Decades later Roseberry and Klimtra (1984) further
documented the same relationship but only when population density was expressed in
relation to carrying capacity. They also investigated the effects of local weather
conditions on recruitment and concluded that a combination of density, carrying capacity,
snow cover, and pre-breeding season rainfall the previous year accounted most (72%) of
the variation in recruitment rates. Roseberry and Klimtra’s (1984) study was conducted
primarily in southern Illinois whereas Errington’s (1945) research was in southern
Wisconsin. To date, no formal investigation of bobwhite recruitment has been conducted
in the southern bobwhite range. Assuming latitudinal variation in bobwhite life history
strategies, Guthery (2002) demonstrated that northern bobwhite populations exhibit high
productivity and low survival, whereas southern populations exhibit greater annual
survival but lesser productivity. Understanding mechanisms that influence this reduced
level of production might have implications for management of southern populations.
With no research on recruitment in southern bobwhite populations, there exists a gap in
our understanding of bobwhite population dynamics. I investigate this knowledge gap by
hypothesizing that a combination of density-dependent and density-independent factors
influence bobwhite recruitment in southern latitudes using a novel modeling approach—
integrated population models.
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Integrated population models (IPMs) are characterized by jointly analyzing data
sets of population size and demographic rates (Shaub and Ababdi 2011). Data sets are
integrated by multiplication of their respective likelihoods to bring all available data into
one single, comprehensive model that depicts population performance while also
standardizing error structure across data sets (Besbeas et al. 2002, Brooks, Brooks, King
and Morgan 2004, Goodman 2004, Schaub and Abadi 2011). By focusing on population
growth and demographic rates, IPMs can be used to evaluate the link between covariates
(density-dependent/independent factors) and demographic rates (Schaub and Abadi
2011). IPMs in a Bayesian state-space framework allow researchers to model uncertainty
associated with population processes by identifying a state process, which describes the
population dynamics, and an observation process, which links the state process to the
empirical data (Besbeas et al. 2002, Brooks, King and Morgan 2004, Buckland et al.
2004, Schaub et al. 2007, Johnson et al. 2010). IPMs have a distinct advantage of using
combined data (population count and demographic data) to estimate otherwise nonestimable parameters (e.g., recruitment) (Besbaes et al. 2002). I use a Bayesian statespace IPM to estimate annual recruitment rates and evaluate effects of density-dependent
and density-independent covariates on recruitment in a stable bobwhite population. I
hypothesize that recruitment will be influenced by a combination of density-independent
and density-dependent factors.
4.2

Study Area
Data for this chapter were collected on Tall Timbers Research Station (TTRS),

located in the Red Hills region of the Gulf Coastal Plain in northern Florida and southern
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Georgia, USA. TTRS is a 1,568 ha, privately owned research station managed primarily
for bobwhite and fire-dependent, pine-grassland communities. Loblolly (Pinus taeda)
pine with an early successional grass/herbaceous understory dominates the landscape.
Hardwood drainages, predominantly oaks (Quercus spp.), are intermixed throughout the
TTRS with multiple small fields maintained in herbaceous cover with disking. Fire is the
dominant management regime within the entire study area being burned on a ≤ 2 year
rotation (Palmer et al. 2002).
TTRS is characterized as a temperate, sub-tropical climate with annual rainfall
averaging ~136 centimeters and average daily temperatures of 20°C. TTRS exhibits two
dry periods (April-May, October-December) where monthly rainfall does not exceed 4
inches. Extreme weather events, such as hurricanes, tropical storms, tornadoes, and
floods occur infrequently. Winters are brief and mild with average minimum temperature
during January-February ~ 4°C (Masters).
4.3
4.3.1

Materials and Methods
Bobwhite Population
The bobwhite population on Tall Timbers Research Station (TTRS) in

Tallahassee, Florida exhibits population fluctuations typical of a stable population but
stochastic population (Figure 4.1). Previous analysis quantified an average growth rate
(r) of 0.0 over the 42-year time series, further confirming population stability (Kolzsch et
al. 2007). TTRS has been intensively managed for fire-dependent wildlife species,
primarily bobwhite, for ~60 years and represents one of few populations nationally that
have documented stability over the last several decades. Furthermore, the bobwhite has
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been monitored using mark-recapture techniques. Bobwhite were trapped in each January
via walk-in funnel traps (Stoddard 1931) baited with grain, marked with numbered leg
bands, and released at the capture site (Kellog et al. 1972, Palmer et al. 2002). Trap
effort was similar each year where trapping continued until 40-60% of the population was
marked and 10-20% recaptured via dead recoveries from harvested birds (Palmer et al.
2002).
4.3.2
4.3.2.1

The Integrated Population Model
General Approach
The state process describes the changes in population size of two age classes

(juvenile, adult) as a function of age-sex-specific demographic rates, modeled with a
series of likelihood functions. The observation process links the multiple data sets to the
estimates of population size and demographic rates. The state process of the TTRS
population is the combination of these two likelihoods. Both data sets contribute by
providing different parameters to the IPM. Population count data provides information
about population size and all demographic rates, whereas capture-recapture data
contribute to estimation of survival and recruitment. The combined likelihoods of these
datasets comprised the complete integrated models (Figure 4.2). Each data set and its
respective likelihood can be described mathematically.
4.3.2.2

Capture-recapture data
I used the Cormack-Jolly-Seber (CJS) model to estimate survival from capture-

recapture data (Lebreton et al. 1992). Capture-recapture data are summarized in the marray format (m;Lebreton et al. 1992) and a multinomial likelihood is used to relate age86

sex-specific, apparent survival (ΦAF, ΦAM, ΦJF, ΦJM) and age-specific recapture
probability (pa,pj). I used live recaptures only to estimate age and sex-specific Φ and p.
4.3.2.3

Population Count Data
Population count data were analyzed with a Bayesian state-space model. State

space models are characterized by the state process and an observation process (Besbeas
et al. 2002, de Valpine and Hastings 2002, Buckland et al. 2004). The state process
describes the true but unknown state (i.e., population size) with a set of process equations
that link population size and demographic rates (Abadi et al., 2010). The observation
process describes the observation of the true, state process and is conditional on the state
process (Abadi et al. 2010).
I used a combination of live recaptures and dead recoveries from harvested birds
in addition to unbanded harvested birds to estimate annual population abundance and
detection probability using a closed-recapture, Bayesian, state-space model (hereafter,
Closed-Capture Model) as generally described by Kerry and Schaub (2012). The
Bayesian state-space framework allows researchers to model uncertainty associated with
population processes by identifying a state process, which describes the population
dynamics, and an observation process, which links the state process to the empirical data
(Besbeas et al. 2002, Brooks, King and Morgan 2004, Buckland et al. 2004). I used data
augmentation (Tanner and Wong 1987, Royle et al. 2007a) to model population size in a
Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo framework. Data augmentation can be summarized
as “adding a larger number of potential, unobserved individuals with zero-only encounter
histories” (Kerry and Schaub 2012) to the existing encounter histories of observed
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individuals. This simplifies model fitting and increases efficiency (Royle et al. 2007b,
Royle and Dorazio 2008). In this Closed–Capture model the state process is defined as z,
as a latent indicator of a ‘true’ individual in the augmented population. The distribution
of these indicators provides an estimate of inclusion probability, Ω, which represents the
probability that a member of the augmented data set (M) is included in the population
size (N) (Kerry and Schaub 2012). Both the state and observation process are modeled
with Bernoulli distributions. The population size, N, is therefore the product of the
inclusion probability and the augmented population size (Ω*M) (Kerry and Schaub 2012).
I calculated the exponential population growth rate, r, as ln(Nt+1/Nt), from Closed Capture
Model abundance estimates.
4.3.2.4

Recruitment
Recruitment was a latent variable in my modeling framework. Population size is

a function of survival and recruitment and time series data contain information about the
underlying demographic processes (Kerry and Schaub 2011). IPMs allow estimation of a
demographic rate, such as recruitment, by exploiting information from other data sets
(Kerry and Schaub 2011). Therefore I estimated annual recruitment as a function of
multiple demographic parameters.
4.3.2.5

State Process
Based on the bobwhite life cycle, I used a simple age-sex-structured model

(Caswell 2001) with two age classes (Juvenile and Adult) and a pre-breeding season
abundance estimation. The population size of each age class is a function of abundance
the previous year and age-sex-specific demographic rates. I assumed a 50:50 sex ratio
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within a clutch (Faircloth 2000) and that juveniles and adults contribute to recruitment. I
modeled the number of recruited males (rec.males) as females (rec.females) at time, t, as
a function of per-capita recruitment, f, in t-1 and total number of females in the
population at t-1, Ntot.F. Per-capita recruitment, f, is a function of the birth rate (chicks
produced per hen), survival of those chicks to the following February, and the
immigration rate. This value represents the mean number of chicks hatched per female in
the previous breeding season that survived to the end of the following February.
Considering the TTRS breeding season begins on April 15, this value can be interpreted
as the mean number of individuals that survived winter and therefore are likely to be
recruited to the breeding population. Data limitations did not allow decomposition of
recruitment into birth, survival, and immigration rates; therefore, I used the IPM to
estimate f.
These parameters can be expressed mathematically as:
rec.males[t] = f[t-1] / 2 * Ntot.F[t-1]

(4.1)

rec.females[t] = f[t-1] / 2 * Ntot.F[t-1]

(4.2)

I model the number of juvenile males (JUV.M) and females (JUV.F) and associated
demographic stochasticity as a Poisson process where,
JUV.M ~ Pois(rec.males)

(4.3)

JUV.F ~ Pois(rec.females)

(4.4)

I modeled number of adult males (ASY.M) and females (ASY.F) as a function of age- and
sex-specific survival and population size. I separately accounted for number of adults
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produced form breeding juveniles and breeding adults because of associated age-specific
survival rates. I also incorporated stochasticity using the Binomial distribution where,

4.3.2.6

ASY.M.fromASY[t] ~ Bin(ΦAM,[t-1], ASY.M[t-1])

(4.5)

ASY.M.fromJUV[t] ~ Bin(ΦJM,[t-1], JUV.M[t-1])

(4.6)

ASY.F.fromASY[t] ~ Bin(ΦAF,[t-1], ASY.F[t-1])

(4.7)

ASY.F.fromJUV[t] ~ Bin(ΦJF,[t-1], JUV.F[t-1])

(4.8)

Observation Process
I modeled the observation error as a normally distributed function with a mean

population abundance (Ntot) and standard deviation tauy which is the precision of the
estimate (1/SD2). Observation error of total population abundance was derived from a
previous closed-capture, Bayesian state-space model using live recapture and harvested
birds (dead recapture) to estimate population abundance (Kerry and Schaub 2012; Ch. 6).
The observation process is conditional on the state process. The likelihood of the state
space model is the product of the likelihood of the state process:
LSY(N,|JUV.M,JUV.F,ASY.M,ASY.F,ΦAMΦAFΦJMΦJF,pa,pjf) and the observation
process LOBS(y|N,tauy).

4.3.2.7

(4.9)

Likelihood of Integrated Model
Inference about the population is based on the product of the likelihoods of each

dataset (Besbeas et al. 2002, Abadi et al. 2010a). By combining likelihoods to create the
joint likelihood, multiple parameters are shared (i.e., occur in both likelihoods), thus
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creating better demographic estimates (Abadi et al. 2010b). The joint likelihood (Ljoint)
is the basis for inference of population parameters and can be expressed mathematically
as the product of likelihood for the capture-recapture data (LCR) and likelihood of the
state space model of population count data (LSS):
Ljoint(N,y,m|JUV.M,JUV.F,ASY.M,ASY.F,ΦAMΦAFΦJMΦJF,pa,pjf,tauy) =
LCR(m|ΦAMΦAFΦJMΦJF,pa,pj) ×
LSY(N,|JUV.M,JUV.F,ASY.M,ASY.F,ΦAMΦAFΦJMΦJF,pa,pjf)
× LOBS(y|N,tauy)

(4.10)

Inference based on the joint likelihood assumes independence among data sets (Kerry and
Shaub 2011b). While complete independence is rarely achieved violation of
independence affects precision more than accuracy (Abadi et al. 2010a). A simulation
study by Abadi et al. (2010c) concluded that violation of independence had “almost no
effect” on accuracy of parameter estimates.
4.3.2.8

Fitting Covariate Models
I evaluated the separate and combined effects of population abundance and

breeding season (April 15 – October 15) rainfall maximum temperature on per-capita
recruitment. The effect of population abundance and multiple weather variables were
already modeled for annual survival in a previous analysis. However, current estimates
of effects of density-dependent and density-independent covariates on recruitment do not
exist. Therefore, I modeled the effects of population abundance and breeding season
rainfall and temperature on per-capita recruitment. Breeding season cumulative rainfall
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and temperature was collected from on-site TTRS weather stations and immediate
surrounding areas. Annual population abundance was derived from an existing Bayesian
state-space model.
I used a Poisson regression to model per-capita recruitment as a linear function of
covariates using the linear relationship:
log(f[t-1]) ~ β0 + β1(abundance(t-1))

(4.11)

log(f[t-1]) ~ β0 + β1(breeding - temperature(t-1))

(4.12)

log(f[t-1]) ~ β0 + β1(breeding - rainfall(t-1))

(4.13)

log(f[t-1]) ~ βTIME

(4.14)

log(f[t-1]) ~ β0

(4.15)

These models represent multiple hypotheses regarding bobwhite recruitment. Equation
4.11 represents the generally accepted, but rarely quantified density-dependent
hypothesis (Errington 1945, Roseberry and Klimstra 1984). Equation’s 4.12 and 4.13
represent the density-independent hypothesis that environmental covariates influence
recruitment, specifically amount of rainfall immediately prior to breeding season.
Equations 4.14 and 4.15 represent time dependent and constant recruitment hypotheses,
respectively. I compared models using deviance information criteria (DIC)
(Speigelhalter et al. 2002, van der Linde 2005).
4.3.3

Model Implementation
Analysis was performed using JAGS (Plummer 2003) within R (R Development

Core Team 2008) via the R2jags package (Su and Yajima 2015). JAGS performs
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques to sample the posterior distribution of
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each parameter (Abadi et al. 2010a). I ran 3 independent chains for 1,000,000 iterations,
discarding the first 500,000 as ‘burn-in’ and sampled 1 out of every 100 iterations
thereafter to estimate the posterior distribution of each parameter. I used the BrooksRubin-Gelman diagnostic (Brooks and Gelman 1998) and visual inspection of trace plots
to confirm parameter convergence.
I used uninformative priors for all parameters. I used normally distributed
starting values with means of 400 and 100 for juveniles and adults, respectively, and
large variances of 0.0001. These values served as starting values for the time series are
were reflective of the population size in year 1. Similarly, I used normally distributed
priors with mean 0 and variance 0.001 for beta coefficients on survival. I used a random,
normally distributed value with mean 1 and variance 0 for all initial values for survival
parameters for each iteration. For all state space parameters, I used a random, Poisson
distributed initial value with λ=1,000. I used an initial value of 2 for f. I provide the R
and JAGS code the covariate model in Appendix 1.
4.4

Results
IPM estimates for annual survival, recapture probability, and population size were

very similar to previous analysis and varied minimally among models with different
recruitment structures. The estimated recruitment rate from our simplest, constant model
was 1.43 (95% credible interval (CRI) 1.39 – 1.54). Model selection results indicate a
time varying recruitment model (fTIME) was most-supported by DIC (Table 4.1). Percapita recruitment averaged 1.66 over the 42-year time series and ranged from 0.01-7.43
(Figure 4.3).
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My top covariate model supports the density-dependent hypotheses for bobwhite
recruitment (Table 4.1). This model estimated a negative effect of population abundance
on recruitment (β1 = -0.12; 95% CRI [-0.15 – -0.09]). This simple, linear relationship
between recruitment and population size (Figure 4.4) illustrates the magnitude of densitydependent processes in bobwhite populations. I found no support for the effects of
breeding season temperature or rainfall on recruitment as evidenced by DIC. Therefore,
my data does not support the effects of density-independent factors alone on bobwhite
recruitment.
4.5

Discussion
Understanding population recruitment is important to population dynamics

research. However, difficulties abound regarding collecting the appropriate data to
estimate recruitment. IPMs allow estimation of parameters that aren’t sampled (Besbeas
et al. 2002, Abadi et al. 2010b) because all demographic information is contained in the
count data and this information can be extracted by incorporating independent datasets on
other demographic processes (Abadi et al. 2010a). My integrated modeling approach
shows that recruitment is estimable and can be modeled as a function of covariates. This
approach can be improved by incorporating data on chick production and survival
through the breeding season and over winter and by modeling immigration separately.
Integrating such data sets into one model would create better estimates and allow
researchers to evaluate multiple questions regarding currently unknown sensitivity of
population parameters to population growth. While the time varying model was
overwhelmingly selected it is also important to note that minimal ecological inference
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can result from a purely time varying model. The main benefit of a time-dependent
model is understanding how recruitment varies across the time series but no information
about environmental relationships. Therefore, I believe it prudent to also address purely
covariate models to evaluate effect of covariates and further our understanding of
bobwhite population dynamics.
I report the longest standing recruitment estimates for bobwhite (41 years)
(Roseberry and Klimstra 1984:26 years,). Our results provide realistic estimates that can
be further incorporated into bobwhite population modeling. I provide evidence of
density-dependent recruitment that quantifies the magnitude of this effect. While
density-dependent recruitment has been documented for bobwhite (Roseberry and
Klimstra 1984), my modeling approach represents the first quantification of a densitydependent effect (i.e., parameter estimate). The negative effect of population abundance
on recruitment has implications for population ecology, population management, and
harvest regulations. While understanding the underlying ecological mechanisms driving
density-dependent recruitment in bobwhite has proven difficult (Guthery 2002), a
mechanistic understanding is necessary to identify and prioritize management decisions.
Because recruitment includes chick production and their survival, multiple densitydependent population parameters are possible. For example, density-dependent brood
production (Potts 1980, Panek 1997) and nest success (Potts 1986, Aebischer 1991) have
been documented in gamebirds. Bro et al. (2003) reported density dependence in
reproductive success and found evidence to support competition and habitat
heterogeneity as mechanisms. Rands (1987) documented density-dependent recruitment
in Grey and Red-legged Partridges (Perdix perdix and Alectoris rufa) and suggested that
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resource availability (i.e., nesting habitat) was the mechanism. Similarly, Rotella et al.
(1996) concluded that the interaction between nesting availability and predation were the
causal mechanisms of density-dependent recruitment in Grey Partridge. Densitydependent predation is also plausible mechanism and is well documented in gamebird
chicks (Thirgood et al. 2000). Quantifying causal mechanisms of density-dependent
recruitment is essential to effective management. In addition to the underlying
mechanisms, understanding the magnitude of reduction in recruitment relative to
population size can determine optimum population size goals and help predict future
population size. Similarly, with target population goals informed by better recruitment
estimates managers can set harvest limits with a better understanding of what postharvest population size will optimize recruitment the following year.
My evaluation of density-dependent and density-independent factors on
recruitment is the first since Roseberry and Klimstra (1984). However, Roseberry and
Klimstra (1984) found that a combination of density-dependent and density-independent
(e.g., snow depth, rainfall) accounted for most of the variation in recruitment; I found no
evidence to support density-independent factors on recruitment. I used cumulative
rainfall and maximum temperature between April-15 and October-15 as my densityindependent metrics because rainfall and temperature during this time frame encompasses
chick production and chick survival. The lack of support for these models does not
negate the influence of weather variables on bobwhite recruitment; rather it simply
highlights the importance of density dependence on bobwhite recruitment. Densitydependent recruitment has been widely documented in gamebirds and is often a result of
competition, resource availability, predation, or combination therein (Rands 1987,
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Rotella et al. 1996, Thirgood et al. 2000, Bro et al. 2003). Due possibly to one or a
multitude of these factors, density dependence represents a powerful effect on bobwhite
recruitment.
IPM’s represent a powerful and novel approach to ecological investigation and
unparalleled opportunity for modeling population dynamics. I provide a novel approach
to estimating a parameter that often evades ecologists. I encourage researchers, ecologist,
and modelers to embrace and explore the use of IPMs in ecology and wildlife
management to estimate and model effects of parameters where data is limited or
unavailable. Further adoption of such models has the potential to answer previously
unanswered questions and revolutionize our understanding of ecological and population
processes. For bobwhite scientists, I encourage researchers to build upon my basic model
and estimate recruitment from empirically derived data. Data sets that contain direct
measures of bobwhite production, chick survival, and seasonal adult survival would
improve the accuracy and precision of my estimates. I believe the most beneficial
advancement of my modeling approach would be to construct a fully parameterized
bobwhite population model with data from radio telemetry, covey count, capturerecapture, and harvest data sets. This integrated approach, similar to Johnson et al.
(2010), offers multiple benefits including, but not limited to, increased parameter
identifiably and improved precision from data sharing among respective likelihoods.
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Table 4.1

Model selection results from different patterns of per-capita recruitment (f)
of Northern bobwhite on Tall Timbers Research Station from 1970-2012
using integrated population models.
Model

Deviance

pD

DIC

ΔDIC

fTIME

1664.852

70.9

1735.8

0

fABUNDANCE

1946.019

205.5

2151.5

415.7

fBREEDINGMAXTEMP

1971.71

214.9

2186.6

450.8

fBREEDINGRAIN

1992.626

240.6

2233.2

497.4

fCONSTANT

1998.541

240.4

2239

503.2

Model deviance, effective number of parameters (pD), and distance between current
model and the best model (ΔDIC) are provided. Subscript TIME represents year specific
recruitment rates, ABUNDANCE represents population size in the previous year,
CONSTANT represents a constant recruitment rate over the time series, and RAIN
represents cumulative rainfall during the late, non-breeding season (Jan-1 – April-14).
Survival structure was derived from previous analysis and consistent across all models:
Φ(AGE*SEX+Time+Time2+RAIN+RAIN*Time+RAIN*TIME2+ABUNDANCE), recapture
(pAGE+JanuaryMinimumTemp).
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Figure 4.1

Abundance estimates from Closed Capture Model for Northern bobwhite at
Tall Timbers Research Station, Tallahassee, FL 1970-2011.

Shaded area represents 95% credible intervals.
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Figure 4.2

Structure of integrated population model: Directed acyclic graph of
integrated population model for Northern bobwhite population at Tall
Timbers Research Station in Tallahassee, FL USA.

Estimated parameters are represented by circles and data are represented by squares.
Arrows represent dependences between nodes. Node annotation: m, capture-recapture
data; y-population count data; fecundity; ØJf - juvenile female survival probability; ØJm juvenile male survival probability; ØAf - adult female survival probability; ØAm- adult
male survival probability; pA - adult recapture probability; pJ - juvenile recapture
probability; N-population size.
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Figure 4.3

Estimated per-capita recruitment rate and 95% credible intervals for
Northern bobwhite on Tall Timbers Research Station, Tallahassee, FL from
1970-2011.
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Figure 4.4

Predicted effect of Northern bobwhite population abundance on per-capita
recruitment from best-fit model on Tall Timbers Research Station,
Tallahassee, FL from 1970-2012.
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SYNTHESIS AND CONCLUSIONS
My results add new information to the current understanding of population
processes in bobwhite ecology. I provide overwhelming support for the concomitant
influence of density-dependent and density-independent processes operating to regulate
bobwhite populations. My results support the importance of food and cover and the
additive influence of density-dependent and density-independent factors on bobwhite
annual survival. I also report evidence for the differential effects of covariates on
survival phases. My results represent the first evidence of support for and the Tub and
Tap hypotheses on bobwhite survival. I also quantify a density-dependent effect on
bobwhite recruitment. Collectively, these results provide new evidence for understanding
the role of internal and external factors in bobwhite populations. Prior to this research
current bobwhite research treated density-dependent and density-independent factors
separately. I illustrate why this approach is inappropriate from the available literature
and demonstrate it with empirical data. While I report a combined influence of densitydependent and density-independent factors on the population growth rate and survival,
recruitment was the only population parameter that I investigated that was driven solely
by density dependence. However, I do not preclude density-independent, extrinsic factors
from influencing bobwhite recruitment. I encourage researchers to elaborate and build
upon my findings to better understand regulatory factors for bobwhite populations.
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Bobwhites are an economically, recreationally, and socially valued resource whose
precipitous decline has prompted large-scale conservation action. Comprehensive
understanding of population dynamics and the multitude of factors that influence
population process is essential to effective recovery strategies at the population level.
Recovery and maintenance of bobwhite populations will require predictive
models that simulate population performance in the face of environmental stochasticity
and anthropogenic perturbations (i.e., drought, habitat manipulation, harvest). The
quality of such models will depend largely on the degree in which they mimic patterns
and processes of wild bobwhite populations. Ability to predict population response to
environmental and anthropogenic perturbations is essential in an ever-changing
environment. We cannot control environmental perturbations, but by modeling their
effects researchers can determine their relative influence on population processes.
Therefore, construction and application of models that simulate internal and external
processes is crucial for effective population management. While density-independent
weather variables cannot be controlled or manipulated, managers can benefit from my
results by incorporating weather effects into predictive models. For example, models that
predict how bobwhites respond to habitat management could be improved by addressing
the variation in population response relative to weather that might have traditionally been
attributed to process noise. Similarly, incorporating population response relative to
population abundance would improve how managers evaluate population fluctuations
during periods of environmental stochasticity. Failure to incorporation such effects could
lead to spurious or erroneous conclusions regarding management effectiveness. Models
used to set harvest rates and regulations could include weather and density-dependent
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effects to adjust recommended harvest rates based on predicted population responses to
environmental stressors. Failure to include such factors could lead to overharvest or
under harvest. Overall, accounting for effects of density-dependent and densityindependent factors will increase our collective understanding of bobwhite population
dynamics by increasing model functionality ability for models to reflect population
processes.
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